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Preface
These are the proceedings containing the short and poster papers of CASA 2009, the twenty second international conference
on Computer Animation and Social Agents. CASA 2009 was organized in Amsterdam, the Netherlands from the 17th to
the 19th of June 2009. CASA is organized under the auspices of the Computer Graphics Society (CGS) and is the premier
academic conference in the ﬁeld of computer animation and behavior simulation of social agents. CASA was founded in
1988. Over the last years the conference has been organized in Philadelphia (1998, 2000), Seoul (2001, 2008), Geneva
(2002, 2004, 2006), New Jersey (2003), Hong Kong (2005), and Hasselt (2007).
In 2009 the conference was held in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The organization was done by the Human Media
Interaction (HMI) research group of the University of Twente, the Netherlands. The CASA 2009 edition received 123
submissions. Of these submissions 35 full papers have been chosen to appear in revised form in a special issue of the
Wiley InterScience online journal Computer Animation and Virtual Worlds. From the remaining submissions 16 short,
10 poster and 3 GATE-session-abstracts papers have been selected for these proceedings. They also contain the list of
accepted full papers and the abstracts of the two invited talks by Volker Blanz of the University of Siegen in Germany and
Franck Multon of the University of Rennes in France.
We thank all the authors for having submitted their work to this conference and the members of the international program
committee and the additional external reviewers for their time and efforts invested in the reviewing process. We would like
to thank the editors of Wiley for their support to publishing the selected full papers in a very short time. A particular word
of thanks goes to the HMI support team, that is, to Lynn Packwood, Charlotte Byron and Alice Vissers for their support
in organizing the conference and taking care of ﬁnancial and organizational matters. CASA 2009 has been sponsored by
the innovation agency IOP-MMI of SenterNovem (Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs), the Netherlands Organisation for
Scientiﬁc Research (NWO) and the GATE (Game research for Training and Entertainment) project.
Anton Nijholt, Arjan Egges, Herwin van Welbergen and Hendri Hondorp Amsterdam, June 2009
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Morphable Models: A Return Trip beyond
the Limitations of Linearity
Volker Blanz
Universita¨t Siegen
Ho¨lderlinstr. 3
57068 Siegen, Germany
blanz@informatik.uni-siegen.de
Abstract
Morphable Models represent real-world data, such as 3D scans of human faces, as vectors
in a high-dimensional linear space, and synthesize approximated intermediate instances by
linear combinations (morphs). This involves statistical and geometrical assumptions that
may or may not be appropriate for empirical data. We present a new morphing paradigm
for simulated eye movements, and a non-linear model of aging faces, to show how these
phenomena can be captured in a generalized Morphable Model framework.

Using Real-time Virtual Humans
for Analyzing Interactions in Sports
Franck Multon
M2S, University Rennes2 – Bunraku INRIA
Av. Charles Tillon 35044 Rennes Cedex - France
Franck.Multon@uhb.fr
In many sports, and mainly in team-based games, both one to one interactions between players
and the implementation of general game strategy have been identiﬁed as key issues. Studying
these kinds of problems is highly complex as an individual player’s motion depends on many inter-
related parameters (e.g. the dynamics of other players and the movement of the ball). In real
game scenarios it is impossible to isolate and systematically vary only one of these parameters at
a time to scientiﬁcally study its inﬂuence on an individual player’s behaviour. Scientiﬁc protocols
currently used to study these interactions are generally far removed from real situations which
makes it diﬃcult to draw pertinent conclusions about player behaviour that could inform coaching
practice.
VR and simulation present a promising means of overcoming such limitations. From a psychol-
ogist’s perspective a computer-generated space ensures reproducibility between trials and precise
control of the dynamics of a simulated event, something that is impossible in real-life. By carefully
controlling the information presented in a visual simulation (e.g. speed of player movement, speed
or trajectory of the ball) one can see how the perceptual information that is being controlled by
the experimenter aﬀects subsequent choices of action (otherwise known as the perception/action
loop). For this type of application in sports to work the simulated actions of the virtual humans
must contain a high degree of realism. To be more realistic the virtual humans need to be able
to take into account in real time several kinds of constraints such as: kinematics (obeying biome-
chanical laws), dynamics (satisfying the laws of Newton) and physiological (applying appropriate
muscular forces). If fast interactions are required, this problem must be solved with fast iterative
but inaccurate methods.
This talk will address two complementary topics. Firstly, we will describe a real-time vir-
tual human animation engine that is able to replay motion capture data while taking kinematic
and dynamic constraints into account. This engine [3, 4] addresses the following issues: motion
retargeting, fast kinematic and dynamics constraints solving, synchronization and blending.
Secondly, we will describe two main applications in sports [5]: handball and rugby. In handball,
we have studied the perception-action coupling of a goalkeeper who has to anticipate the trajectory
of a ball thrown by an opponent [1, 2]. In that case, the motion of the opponent is simulated
on a virtual player which enables us to exactly know the information that is available for the
goalkeeper. For this work, we have validated that the motor behaviour of the goalkeeper in a real
and simulated situation are similar. We then studied the relevance of some visual cues on the
goalkeeper’s performance and behaviour.
Secondly, we applied this kind of approach for analyzing the perception-action coupling of
rugby players who have to intercept an opponent who perform some deceptive motions. A pre-
liminary biomechanical analysis enabled us to identify the kinematic information that is relevant
to anticipate the ﬁnal direction of the opponent when he is performing deceptive motions. We
then evaluate how subjects with various levels of expertise in rugby react to simulated opponents
(were they able to use this kinematic information for predicting the correct ﬁnal direction of the
opponent?).
We will ﬁnally conclude the talk by giving some perspectives about how using virtual humans
and virtual environments in analyzing human-to-human interactions.
Acknowledgements
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel framework for combining traﬃc simulations and extended range
telepresence. The real user’s position data can thus be used for validation and calibration
of models of pedestrian dynamics, while the user experiences a high degree of immersion by
interacting with agents in realistic simulations.
Keywords: Extended Range Telepresence, Motion Compression, Traﬃc Simulation, Virtual Re-
ality
1 Introduction
The simulation of traﬃc ﬂow was an early application of computer technology. As the computa-
tional eﬀort is larger for the simulation of pedestrian ﬂows, this followed later, beginning in the
1980s and gaining increasing interest in the 1990s. Today, simulations are a standard tool for the
planning and design process of cities, road networks, traﬃc signal lights, as well as buildings or
ships.
Telepresence aims at creating the impression of being present in a remote environment. The
feeling of presence is achieved by visual and acoustic sensory information recorded from the remote
environment and presented to the user on an immersive display. The more of the user’s senses
are telepresent, the better is the immersion in the target environment. In order to use the sense
of motion as well, which is specially important for human navigation and way ﬁnding (Darken
et al., 1999), the user’s motion is tracked and transferred to the teleoperator in the target environ-
ment. This technique provides a suitable interface for virtual immersive simulations, where the
teleoperator is an avatar instead of a robot (Ro¨ßler et al., 2005). As a result, in extended range
telepresence the user can additionally use the proprioception, the sense of motion, to navigate
the avatar intuitively by natural walking, instead of using devices like joysticks, keyboards, mice,
pedals or steering wheels. Fig. 1(a) shows the user interface in the presented telepresence system.
Our approach combines realistic traﬃc simulations with extended range telepresence by means
of Motion Compression (Nitzsche et al., 2004). We will ﬁrst shortly sketch the two subsystems:
Motion Compression and the traﬃc simulation. Then, an overview of the system as a whole will
be presented, as well as a short experimental validation. Finally, the potentials of the system in
various ﬁelds of application will be discussed.
(a)
4 m
4 
m
8 m
7 
m
User Environment Target Environment
(b)
Figure 1: (a) User interface in the extended range telepresence system. (b) The corresponding
paths in both environments.
2 Motion Compression
In order to allow exploration of an arbitrarily large target environment while moving in a limited
user environment, Motion Compression provides a nonlinear transformation between the desired
path in the target environment, the target path, and the user path in the user environment. The
algorithm consists of three functional modules.
First, the path prediction gives a prediction of the desired target path based on the user’s head
motion and on knowledge of the target environment. If no knowledge of the target environment
is available, the path prediction is based completely on the user’s view direction.
Second, the path transformation transforms the target path into the user path in such a way,
that it ﬁts into the user environment. In order to guarantee a high degree of immersion the user
path has the same length and features the same turning angles as the target path. The two paths
diﬀer, however, in path curvature. The nonlinear transformation found by the path transformation
module is optimal regarding the diﬀerence of path curvature. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of the
corresponding paths in both environments.
Finally, the user guidance steers the user on the user path, while he has the impression of
actually walking along the target path. It beneﬁts from the fact that a human user walking in
a goal oriented way constantly checks for his orientation toward the goal and compensates for
deviations. By introducing small deviations in the avatar’s posture, the user can be guided on the
user path. More details can be found in (Nitzsche et al., 2004; Ro¨ßler et al., 2004).
3 VISSIM
VISSIM (Fellendorf and Vortisch, 2001; PTV, 2008) is a multi-modal microscopic traﬃc ﬂow
simulator (ﬁg. 2(a)) that is widely used for traﬃc planning purposes like designing and testing
signal control (see (Fellendorf, 1994) as an example) and verifying by simulation that an existing
or planned traﬃc network is capable of handling a given or projected traﬃc demand as in (Keenan,
2008).
Recently the simulation of pedestrians has been included in VISSIM. The underlying model is
the Social Force Model (Helbing and Molnar, 1995; Helbing et al., 2000).
4 Connecting VISSIM to the Extended Range Telepresence System
The integration of telepresence and VISSIM has been made to exchange data, such that the scene
shown to the user is populated with agents (pedestrians) from the VISSIM simulation. The user
is blended into the VISSIM simulation such that the agents in the simulation react on him and
evade him. In order to be able to control the avatar according to the user’s head motion, the user’s
posture is recorded and fed into the Motion Compression server. Every time an update of the
user’s posture is available, the three steps of the algorithm are executed as described in section 2.
Motion Compression transforms ﬁnally the user’s posture into the avatars’s desired head posture.
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Figure 2: (a) A snapshot from a VISSIM animation. (Animation online at (PTV, 2008)).
(b) Data ﬂow in the proposed telepresence system.
The desired head posture is now sent to VISSIM through an internet connection. The simulation
constantly captures live images, which are compressed and sent to the user. Fig. 2(b) shows the
whole data ﬂow.
5 Experimental Evaluation
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Figure 3: (a) Impression of the tested scenario. (b) Path in the user environment. (c) Path in the
target environment.
The setup uses a high quality head-mounted display of 1280× 1024 pixels per eye and a ﬁeld
of view of 60◦. The user’s posture, i.e., position and orientation, is estimated by an acoustic
tracking system that provides 50 estimates per second (Beutler and Hanebeck, 2005). For testing
the framework, an environment known to the users was chosen for the VISSIM Simulation. The
users were asked to walk from the Karlsruhe Schloss to the ISAS lab’s building. The completion
time was very similar to the time needed for walking the real path. It is remarkable that the
users’ velocity increased during the experiment. This indicates that after a couple of minutes of
adjustment the user adapts to the system and is able to navigate intuitively through the target
environment. An example of the recorded paths in both environments during a test run is shown
in ﬁg. 3(b) and 3(c).
6 Conclusions and Outlook
The presented setup is the ﬁrst step demonstrating the possibilities of the complete system, which
provides a unit for ﬁrst person simulation testing. The extended range telepresence system can be
also used for experiments on pedestrian dynamics, since much less data is available for pedestrians
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than for vehicles, especially highway traﬃc, and the currently available data is by far not suﬃcient
for validation and calibration of models of pedestrian dynamics. These experiments in the virtual
environment are not only cheap to be set up, but also quick to evaluate, as all positions of the
user are available in the system. Having one real person moving through a crowd of simulated
agents might also be a good supplement to the validation method proposed in (Hoogendoorn
and Daamen, 2007), where one agent is simulated in an environment of data of real pedestrians’
movements.
Applications of extended range telepresence in pedestrian simulations include visiting virtual
museums and virtual replications of cities or historic buildings. An application with particular
focus on gaining spacial knowledge is the simulation of emergency evacuations, where people are
trained to ﬁnd the way out of buildings.
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Abstract
Virtual characters playing virtual musical instruments in a realistic way need to interact in
real-time with the simulated sounding environment. Dynamic simulation is a promising ap-
proach to ﬁnely represent and modulate this interaction. Moreover, capturing human motion
provides a database covering a large variety of gestures with diﬀerent levels of expressivity. We
propose in this paper a new data-driven hybrid control technique combining Inverse Kinemat-
ics (IK) and Inverse Dynamics (ID) controllers, and we deﬁne an application for consistently
editing the motion to be simulated by virtual characters performing percussion gestures.
Keywords: Physics-based Computer Animation, Hybrid Motion Control
1 Introduction
Playing a musical instrument involves complex human behaviours. While performing, a skilled
musician is able to precisely control his motion and to perceive both the reaction of the instrument
to his actions and the resulting sound. Transposing these real-world experiences into virtual
environments gives the possibility of exploring novel solutions for designing virtual characters
interacting with virtual musical instruments.
This paper proposes a physics-based framework in which a virtual character dynamically in-
teracts with a physical simulated percussive instrument. It enables the simulation of the subtle
physical interactions that occur as the stick makes contact with the drum membrane, while tak-
ing into account the characteristics of the preparatory gesture. Our approach combines human
motion data and a hybrid control method composed of kinematics and physics-based controllers
for generating compelling percussion gestures and producing convincing contact information.
Such a physics framework makes possible the real-time manipulation and mapping of gesture
features to sound synthesis parameters at the physics level, producing adaptative and realistic
virtual percussion performances1.
2 Related Work
Controlling adaptative and responsive virtual characters has been intensively investigated in com-
puter animation research. Most of the contributions have addressed the control of articulated
ﬁgures using robotics-inspired ID controllers. This has inspired many works for handling diﬀerent
types of motor tasks such as walking, running (Hodgins et al, 1995), as well as composing these
tasks (Faloutsos et al, 2001) and easying the hard process of tuning such controllers (Allen et al,
2007).
1More details about sound synthesis schemes, as well as our system architecture can be found in (Boue¨nard et
al, 2009).
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Figure 1: Physics-based motion capture tracking, either in the Joint Space from angular trajec-
tories, or in the Cartesian Space from end-eﬀector trajectories. The Hybrid Control involves the
combination of IK and ID controllers.
More related to our work are hybrid methods, based on the tracking of motion capture data
performed by a fully dynamically controlled character. The speciﬁcity of our contribution lies in
the integration and the collaboration of IK and ID controllers, rather than handling strategies for
transtioning between kinematic and dynamic controllers (Shapiro et al, 2003; Zordan et al, 2005).
IK has also been used as a pre-process for modifying the original captured motion and simulating
it on a diﬀerent character anthropometry (Zordan and Hodgins, 1999). We rather use IK as a basis
of our hybrid control method for specifying the control of a dynamic character from end-eﬀector
trajectories. This hybrid collaboration is particularly consistent for the synthesis of percussive
gestures, which is not taken into account in previous contributions (Zordan and Hodgins, 1999;
Boue¨nard et al, 2008-a).
3 Data-driven Hybrid Motion Control
A motion capture database contains a set of various percussion performances including diﬀerent
drumstick grips, various beat impact locations and several musical playing variations. We propose
two ways for achieving the motion control (Figure 1), either by tracking motion capture data in
the Joint space (angular trajectories), or tracking end-eﬀector trajectories in the 3D Cartesian
space. Tracking motion capture data in the Joint space requires ID control, whereas tracking in
the end-eﬀector (Cartesian) space requires both IK and ID (hybrid) control.
In the latter case, end-eﬀector targets (XT ) in the 3D Cartesian space are extracted from the
motion capture database, and used as input for the IK algorithm to compute a kinematic posture
ΘT (vector of joint angular targets). We chose the Damped Least Squares method (Wampler, 1986)
equation (1), a robust adaptation of the pseudo-inverse regarding the singularity of the Inverse
Kinematics problem. J+Θ is the damped adaptation of the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian, and X
S
represents the current end-eﬀector position of the system to be controlled. Other traditional IK
formulations may be equally used, as well as learning techniques (Gibet and Marteau, 2003).
Angular targets ΘT and current states (ΘS , Θ˙S) are then used as inputs of the ID algorithm,
equation (2), for computing the torque (τ) to be exerted on the articulated rigid bodies of the
dynamical virtual character. This one is composed of rigid bodies articulated by damped springs
parameterized by damping and stiﬀness coeﬃcients (kd, ks).
ΔΘT = λ.J+Θ .(X
T −XS), ΘT = ΘS + ΔΘT (1)
τ = ks.(ΘS −ΘT )− kd.Θ˙S (2)
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Figure 2: Comparison of elbow ﬂexion angle trajectories: original motion capture data vs. data
generated by the IK algorithm.
This hybrid approach enables the manipulation of physically simulated motion capture data
in the 3D Cartesian space (XT ) instead of the traditional angular space (ΘT ). It is indeed more
consistent and intuitive to use end-eﬀector trajectories for controlling percussion gestures, for
instance drumstick extremities obtained from the motion capture database.
4 Results
The results obtained by the two tracking modes are compared, keeping the same parameterization
of the damped springs composing the virtual character. We ran the simulation on a set of per-
cussion gestures (French grip, legato) recorded at a sample rate of 250 Hz for capturing the whole
body of the performer, as well as the drumsticks. The hybrid control scheme tracks one percus-
sion gesture for synthesizing whole arm movements solely from the speciﬁcation of drumstick tip
trajectories.
Figure 2 presents the comparison between raw motion capture data and data generated by the
IK process. It shows that data generated by the IK formulation are consistent with real data,
especially for the elbow ﬂexion angle that is one of the most signiﬁcant degree of freedom of the
arm in percussion gestures, especially during preparatory phases (Boue¨nard et al, 2008-b).
Finally, we present the comparison of the two control modes (ID control only and hybrid
control) in Figure 3. One interesting issue is the accuracy of the hybrid control mode compared
to the simple ID control. This observation lies in the fact that the convergence of motion capture
tracking is processed in the Joint space in the case of ID control, adding and amplifying multiple
errors on the diﬀerent joints and leading to a greater error than processing the convergence in the
Cartesian space for the hybrid control. The main drawback of this improvement is however the
additional computationnal cost of the IK algorithm which is processed at every simulation step.
It nevertheless provides a more consistent and ﬂexible motion edition technique for controlling a
fully physics-based virtual character.
5 Conclusion
We proposed in this paper a physically-enabled environment in which a virtual character can be
physically controlled and interact with the environment, in order to generate virtual percussion
performances. More speciﬁcally, the presented hybrid control mode combining IK and ID con-
trollers leads to a more intuitive yet eﬀective way of editing the motion to be simulated only from
drumstick extremity trajectories. Future work includes the extension and improvement of our
hybrid control technique for editing and simulating percussion motion in the 3D Cartesian space.
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Figure 3: Comparison of drumstick trajectories: original motion capture data vs. Joint space (ID)
physics tracking vs. Cartesian space (IK + ID) physics tracking.
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Abstract
In this paper a technique is presented for learning audio-visual correlations in non-speech
related articulations such as laughs, cries, sneezes and yawns, such that accurate new visual
motions may be created given just audio. We demonstrate how performance accuracy in voice
driven animation can be related to maximizing the models likelihood, and that new voices
with similar temporal and spatial audio distributions to that of the model will consistently
provide animation results with the lowest ground truth error. By exploiting this fact we
signiﬁcantly improve performance given voices unfamiliar to the system.
Keywords: Voice Driven Facial Animation
1 Introduction
In this paper we propose a data-driven HMM based method for learning correlations between non-
speech related audio signals – speciﬁcally, laughing, crying, sneezing and yawning – and visual
facial parameters. Unlike previous work dealing with the audio-visual modeling of this class of
signals (DiLorenzo et al., 2008), our data is observed from recorded motions of real performers
as opposed to a pre-deﬁned physical model. Unlike previous audio-driven HMM based synthesis
work (e.g. (Brand, 1999)), we also attempt to speciﬁcally address person independence in our
framework. We concentrate on several common non-speech related actions – laughing, crying,
sneezing and yawning. A major challenge when using automatic audio driven systems is that of
achieving reliable performance given a variety of voices from new people. We demonstrate our
approach in a number of speaker-independent synthesis experiments, and show how animation
error in voice driven animation has a relation to the proximity of audio distributions for diﬀerent
people and well as similarities between their temporal behaviour. By exploiting these facts we
consistently improve synthesis given voices from new people. We implement this improvement
using a pre-synthesis classiﬁcation step. In sum, our approach potentially increases the reusability
of such a model for new applications (e.g. online games), and can reduces the need to retrain the
model for new identities. Our approach initially requires example audio-visual performances of
the action of interest for training: e.g. several laughs, cries, sneezes or yawns. A HMM framework
then encodes this audio-visual information. The framework may be trained using any number of
desired non-speech action types.
2 Audio-Visual Data Acquisition
Our data set consisted of four participants (2 male and 2 female) captured performing approxi-
mately 6-10 diﬀerent laughs, cries, sneezes and yawns using a 60Hz Qualysis optical motion-capture
system. We captured audio simultaneously at 48KHz. We placed 30 retro-reﬂective markers on
each person in order to capture the visual motion of their face while performing the diﬀerent
∗Thanks to the Royal Academy of Engineering and EPSRC for partially funding this work.
actions. We remove head pose from our data set using a least-squares alignment procedure. We
then pick one identity from the data set as the base identity and normalise the remaining three
identities such that their mean motion-capture vector is the same as the mean for the base. Fi-
nally, we perform PCA on the data to reduce its dimensionality, and use the notation V to refer
this data set. We represent audio using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcients (MFCCs), and use
the notation A to refer to this data.
3 Modelling Audio-Visual Relationships
Observing audio-visual signals for diﬀerent non-speech related articulations reveals evidence of a
temporal structure. We therefore decided to model this behaviour using HMMs (Rabiner, 1989).
We ﬁrst consider a traditional HMM trained using visual data. Let us consider this data to be a
set of example non-speech sounds from V. After training, the HMM may be represented using the
tuple λv = (Q,B, π), where Q is the state transition probability distribution, B is the observation
probability distribution, and π is the initial state distribution. In our model, each of the K states
in a HMM are represented as a Gaussian mixture Gv = (μv, σv), where μv and σv are the mean
and covariance. Each state therefore represents the probability of observing a visual vector.
Given an example visual data sequence, we may calculate the visual HMM state sequence
most likely to have generated this data using the Viterbi algorithm. However, we wish to slightly
modify the problem such that we may estimate the visual state sequence given an audio observation
instead. This is our animation goal, i.e. automatic animation of visual parameters given speech.
We can do this by remapping the visual observations to audio ones using the learned HMM
parameters, i.e. for each Gv we calculate the distribution Ga = (μa, σa) based on the audio A
corresponding to the visual vectors V used in HMM training.
Using the Viterbi algorithm, we may now estimate the most probable visual state sequence
using an audio observation. More formally, we can estimate via the HMM the post probable
hidden sequence of Gaussian distribution parameters μv and σv corresponding to the observation
sequence of MFCC vectors. We next consider what visual parameters vt to display at output for
each state.
We ﬁrst partition the visual parameter distribution used to train the HMM into distinct regions
based on the proximity of a visual parameter to each gaussian. Using μv and σv, we calculate the
Mahalanobis distance between each observation vi and each of the K states and assign a visual
parameter to its closest state. This results in K partitions of the parameter training set, and given
an audio observation we may now state that the visual parameter to display at time t given at is
taken from the visual parameter partition associated with the state at time t. In order to ﬁnd an
optimal output visual parameter sequence, we again utilise the Viterbi algorithm.
Figure 1 gives an overview of visual synthesis, and deﬁnes it in terms of two levels: High-
Level Re-synthesis, and Low-Level Resynthesis. The High-Level stage is concerned with initially
selecting the visual state sequence through the HMM given the audio input. This results in a
sequence of visual parameter partitions – one for each time t. The Low-Level stage then uses
the Viterbi algorithm to ﬁnd the most probable path through these partitions given the observed
audio. Resulting visual parameters are converted back in to 3D visual motion vectors by projecting
back through the PCA model. An RBF mapping approach (Lorenzo et al., 2003) is then used to
animate a 3D facial model for output using this data.
3.1 Speaker Independence via Best Matching Person Selection
It is often highly desirable for a voice driven system to be robust to a wide range of diﬀerent
voices. Several design options exist in this case, including: (1) a single HMM trained with the
knowledge of multiple people, or (2) one of several HMMs where each contains audio-visual data for
a speciﬁc person. We concentrate on the latter case for now, so our problem is therefore to select
one of several HMMs where each encodes information from a speciﬁc identity. It turns out that
this is equivalent to determining the probability that a speciﬁc HMM generated the observation.
Calculating this probability may be achieved by estimating the log-likelihood that a HMM could
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Figure 1: Animation production may be visualised as a high-level state based process followed by
a low-level animation frame generation process.
have generated the persons input audio (Rabiner, 1989). We show in our results how selecting a
HMM with a higher log-likelihood consistently leads to a lower overall animation error.
4 Experimental Results and Future Directions
We ﬁrst consider person and action speciﬁc synthesis of animations. We trained audio-visual
HMMs for a range of speciﬁc non-speech actions – laughing, crying, sneezing and yawning – for
each of our four performers. Each HMM was trained using approximately 4 diﬀerent actions, and
approximately 4 more were left out for the test cases. Audio corresponding to the test cases was
then used to synthesise new 3D animation vectors which were compared to the motion-capture
ground truth. Example animations may be found in the video, and RMS errors in millimeters
may be found in Table 1.
Person Laugh Cry Sneeze Yawn
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean
P1 0.7 1.42 0.95 0.89 2.3 1.36 0.6 1.5 1.99 1.8 5.1 2.49
P2 2.68 4.7 3.68 1.96 2.42 2.12 3.8 5.6 4.56 1.99 4.13 2.8
P3 0.93 1.49 1.19 1.57 2.25 1.96 0.6 0.92 0.92 ND ND ND
P4 1.75 2.16 1.92 1.11 1.4 1.24 1.57 2.52 2 3.74 5.8 4.55
Table 1: Action Speciﬁc HMM animation: Min, Max and Mean RMS errors (millimetres) for
average synthesised 3D coordinates versus ground truth 3D coordinates.
Person Laugh Cry Sneeze Yawn
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean
P1+P2+P3+P4 1.15 2.76 1.75 1.29 3.61 2.01 1.6 5.96 3.52 1.77 6.15 3.52
Table 2: Animation with HMMs encoding multiple actions: Min, Max and Mean RMS errors
(millimetres) for average synthesised 3D coordinates versus ground truth 3D coordinates.
We next tested combining data from multiple people performing a speciﬁc non-speech action
inside the same HMM. This assesses the models ability to generalise data for diﬀerent people
within the same model. Again, we left out part of the data for each performer to use as a test-set
and calculated RMS errors as shown in Table 2.
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Laugh Cry Sneeze Yawn
B / W E B/W L B / W E B / W L B / W E B / W L B / W E B / W L
P1 2 / 3.3 -1033/-1126 2.08/2.45 -704/-851 2.4/2.46 -749/-1105 2.8/6.6 -607/-1239
P2 2.3/2.5 -422/-777 1.3/2.2 -662/-1130 3.4/3.66 -748/-1006 3.5/5.4 -1081/-1281
P3 1.6/2.8 -763/-2558 1.1/2.1 -857/-3519 2.4/2.9 -1050/-2352 ND ND
P4 1.7 / 3 -1085/-2039 0.8 / 2.1 -770/-1804 1.5/2.7 -902/-1627 1.8/2.8 1073/1215
Table 3: Average 3D vector animation error (millimeters) given best and worst matching (log-
likelihood) HMMs. (B/W E = best/worst error, B/W L = best/worst log-likelihood)
We now test the case where the model has no prior knowledge of a persons voice For each
performer we trained four separate HMMs – one for each action. Given input audio for an action,
the HMM with the best log-likelihood was selected for synthesis – thus taking into account match
between input audio distribution and those of the trained HMMs. Table 3 shows the results,
and Figure 2 gives side-by-side comparisons between ground truth video data of a performer,
reconstructed 3D vectors, and an animated 3D facial model. Our results clearly show that a
HMM with a higher log-likelihood always gives a lower average error reconstructions error. This
shows that a high log-likelihood appears correlated with a low animation error. Future work
will involve automatically discriminating between non-speech sounds and normal speech, with the
eventual aim of animating faces from entirely natural and unconstrained input audio.
Figure 2: Example Animation Frames. (Top) Ground truth video. (Middle) Corresponding 3D
Motion vectors automatically synthesised from speech. (Bottom) A 3D head model animated
using the motion vectors using an RBF mapping technique.
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Abstract
This contribution proposes a virtual storytelling interface that augments oﬄine video se-
quences with virtual agents. A user is allowed to describe behavioral plot lines over time
using natural language texts. Virtual agents accomplish the given plots by following (i)
spatiotemporal patterns learnt from recordings, and (ii) behavioral models governed by an
ontology. Such behavioral models are also modiﬁed and extended online, permitting the user
to adjust them for a desired performance. The resulting interactions among virtual and real
entities are visualized in augmented sequences generated online. Several experiments of dif-
ferent nature have been conducted in an intercity traﬃc domain, to account for the ﬂexibility
and interaction possibilities of the presented framework. Such capabilities include deﬁning
complex behaviors on-the-ﬂy, adding naturalism to the goal-based realizations of the virtual
agents, or providing advanced control towards ﬁnal augmented sequences.
1 Introduction
Both virtual storytelling and augmented reality constitute emerging applications in ﬁelds like
computer entertainment and simulation. The main concern of virtual storytelling is to provide
ﬂexible and natural solutions that produce generally complex sequences automatically. On the
other hand, a challenge for augmented reality consists of providing the generated virtual agents
with autonomous or complex behaviors. One of the main current challenges on these ﬁelds consists
of bringing complex high-level modeling closer to the users, so that it becomes both intuitive and
powerful for them to author mixed scenes.
Following [5], some of the most clear future challenges in creating realistic and believable
Virtual Humans consist of generating on-the-ﬂy ﬂexible motion and providing them with complex
behaviors inside their environments, as well as making them interactive with other agents. On
the other hand, interaction between real and virtual agents has been little considered previously
[3]. Gelenbe et al. [3] proposed an augmented reality system combining computer vision with
behavior–based non–human agents. Zhang et al. [7] presented a method to merge virtual objects
into video sequences recorded with a freely moving camera. The method is consistent regarding
illumination and shadows, but it does not tackle occlusions with real moving agents. Existing
works on virtual storytelling typically use AI-related approaches such as heuristic search and
planning to govern the behaviors of the agents. Cavazza et al. [1] describe an interactive virtual
storytelling framework based on Hierarchical Task Networks. Lee et al. [4] describe a Responsive
Multimedia System for virtual storytelling, in which external users interact with the system by
means of tangible, haptic and vision-based interfaces.
We propose a framework in which a virtual storytelling interface allows users to author original
recordings, extending them with virtual agents, by introducing goals for them at speciﬁc points
along the video timeline. Once a plotline is given, virtual agents follow it according to a deﬁned
scene model. Additionally, our approach oﬀers two interesting contributions: ﬁrst, a user can
model and extend virtual agent behaviors in a ﬂexible way, being enabled to deﬁne arbitrarily
complex occurrences easily. In the second place, to improve the naturalness of the virtual agents,
we base their concrete spatiotemporal realizations on patterns learnt from real agents in the
scenario. Our solution achieves mixed-initiative authoring and advanced scene augmentation, and
provides beneﬁts to ﬁelds such as simulation or computer animation.
2 Real Scene Analysis
Virtual agents must be aware of real occurrences, in order to decide for reactions. Instantaneous
real world information is analyzed in 3 steps: (i) tracking relevant scene objects and extracting
spatiotemporal data; (ii) qualifying these data in terms of low-level predicates, using a rule-
based reasoning engine; and (iii) inferring higher-level patterns of behavior by applying inductive
mechanisms of decision.
The tracking algorithm has been implemented following [2], which describes an eﬃcient real-
time method for detecting moving objects in unconstrained environments. In order to carry out
further analyses over real world data, the spatiotemporal statuses are conceptualized. To do
so, we use the Fuzzy Metric Temporal Logic (FMTL) formalism proposed in [6], which incorpo-
rates conventional logic formalisms and extends them by fuzzy and temporal components. The
instantaneous values for a target Id are encoded into temporally-valid predicates of the form
t ! has status(Id, x, y, θ, v, a, α), stating its 2D-position, orientation, velocity, action, and cur-
rent progression within the action cycle, at time-step t. These quantitative values are fuzziﬁed
and, after that, an FMTL reasoning engine processes every has status predicate, and derives
goal-oriented predicates such as has velocity(Id, V ) or is standing(Id, Loc).
The conceptual knowledge about agent behavior is encoded in a set of rules in FMTL and
organized within a behavior modeling formalism called Situation Graph Tree (SGT) [2]. SGTs
build behavioral models by connecting a set of deﬁned situations by means of prediction and
specialization edges. When a set of conditions is asserted, a high-level predicate is produced as an
interpretation of a situation. In this work, instead of inferring high-level situations from low-level
information, we use SGTs to decompose abstract and vague linguistic explanations into concrete
sequences of low-level actions. More information can be found in [2].
3 Ontologically-based Linguistic Analysis
The main motivation for the use of ontologies is to capture the knowledge involved in a certain
domain of interest, by specifying conventions about its implied content. In our case, the behavioral
models introduced by a user must conform to the chosen domain; also, input texts refer to entities
that the system should identify. An ontology has been created for our pursued domain, unifying
the possible situations, agents, semantic locations, and descriptors that constrain the domain,
and establishing relationships among them. For instance, a Theft situation links a thief Agent
with a victim Agent through a stolen PickableObject. Two additional ontological resources
are considered: an episodical database, which accounts the history of instantiated situations to
enable retrieval capabilities; and an onomasticon, a dynamic repository that maintains the set of
identiﬁers that are used by diﬀerent processes to refer to active entities in the scene.
NLU (Natural Language Understanding) is regarded as a process of hypothesis management
that decides for the most probable interpretation of a linguistic input. Following this idea, the
NLU module links plotline sentences to their most accurate domain interpretations, in form of
high-level predicates. Input sentences are analyzed through a sequence of 3 basic processes: a
morphological parser, which tags the sequence of words and identiﬁes those ones linked to relevant
concepts of the domain; a syntactic/semantic parser, which recursively builds dependency trees
out of the tagged sentence; and ﬁnally, a predicate assignment process, which compares the
resulting tree of highlighted concepts with a list of tree patterns, by computing a semantically-
extended Tree Edit Distance. Each pattern tree is linked to a conceptual predicate that interprets
it. The predicate of the closest pattern tree is selected as the most valid interpretation of the
input sentence. Further lexical disambiguation is accomplished by relying on the WordNet lexical
database 1 to retrieve lists of closely related words, using semantic metrics based on relationships
such as synonymy and hypernymy. New candidates are evaluated to determine the ontological
nature of an unknown word; as a result, the word is linked to a number of domain concepts that
can explain it.
1http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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4 Conceptual Planner
Each plotline predicate produced by the NLU module instantiates a high-level event, which must
be converted into a list of explicit spatiotemporal actions. At this point, we are interested in
providing the user with a device to deﬁne behavioral patterns for the agents, still keeping it an
intuitive solution with interactive operability. The proposed conceptual planner is based on the
reasoning engine and the situation analysis framework already described.
Each high-level predicate is decomposed into a temporal sequence of lower-level objectives. For
instance, we may want to deﬁne a pedestrian situation “P1 meets P2” as the sequence (i) “P1
reaches P2”, and (ii) “P1 and P2 face each other”, or translated into FMTL predicates:
meet(P1, P2)  go(P1, P2)→ faceTowards(P1, P2) ∨ faceTowards(P2, P1) (1)
The SGT framework facilitates encoding such information in an easy way. We deﬁne a situation
s as a pair formed by a set of conditions and a set of reactions, s = 〈C,R〉. Then, a behavior b is
encoded as a linear sequence of deﬁned situations, b = {s1, . . . sN | si−1 ≺ si}, ∀i = 0 . . .N , where
≺ is the temporal precedence operator.
5 Path Manager
The ﬁnal step of the top-down process decides detailed spatiotemporal realizations of the virtual
agents. Storytelling plots cannot fully specify agent trajectories. Instead, we take advantage of
the observed footage of real agents, in order to extract statistical patterns that suggest common
realizations. A trajectory τ is a time-ordered sequence of ground plane positions, τ = {x(t)}.
A training set T = {τn}, n ∈ 1 . . .N contains all trajectories observed by the trackers. Each
trajectory τ starts at an entry point a and ends at an exit point b; when several trajectories follow
similar patterns, common entry and exit areas A and B can be identiﬁed. Depending on the
tracking accuracy and the scenario conditions, trajectories might lack of smoothness, being noisy
or non-realistic representations of the actual target motion. To solve this, a continuous cubic
spline s(τ) is found to ﬁt each trajectory τ ∈ T . Finally, a sequence of K equidistant control
points is sampled from each spline, obtaining s˜(τn) = δk · s(τn) = {x˜1n, . . . , x˜Kn }.
6 Experimental Results
Several recordings of 3 intercity traﬃc scenarios containing real actors have been provided for
the experiments. An external user provides the plots and receives the augmented scene, and is
allowed to interactively change the plots or models towards a desired solution. Fig. 1 includes
some snapshots from the augmented sequences that were automatically extracted from the three
plots tested. In the Discorteous bus scene, a complex behavior “missing a bus” is deﬁned by a
small number of simple situations. The plot used for this scene is: “An urban bus appears by
the left. It stops in the bus stop. A pedestrian comes by the left. This person misses the bus.”
The framework also allows testing and correcting the many possible ways of modeling such an
ambiguous behavior, until reaching a convincing result for the user.
The Anxious meeting sequence states how the real world inﬂuences the decisions of the virtual
agents: depending on the behavior of a real police agent, who gives way to vehicles or to pedes-
trians, a virtual agent can either wait in the sidewalk or directly enter the crosswalk, in order to
meet somebody in the opposite sidewalk. The plot used for one of the sequences is as follows:
“A person is standing at the upper crosswalk. A second pedestrian appears by the lower left side.
He meets with the ﬁrst pedestrian.”. The moment at which the agent appears, or its velocity,
determine the development of the story and aﬀect to further occurrences.
Finally, the Tortuous walk sequence includes several pedestrians walking around an open sce-
nario. The system has learnt from observed footage of real agents in the location, so that virtual
agents know typical trajectories to reach to any point. Virtual agents select the shorter learnt
path, or the one that avoids collisions with agents. The plot tells the agent to go to diﬀerent
zones A, B, or C at diﬀerent moments of time. Last snapshot of Fig. 1(c) shows the trajectories
performed by virtual agents.
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Figure 1: Selected frames from Discorteous bus (top), Anxious meeting, and Tortuous walk.
7 Conclusions
We have presented a framework to author video augmentations of domain-speciﬁc recordings by
inputting natural language plotlines. The proposed framework accomplishes behavior-based scene
augmentation by means of a two-fold strategy, in order to (i) enable the user to model high-level
behaviors interactively, and (ii) automatically learn spatiotemporal patterns of real agents, and
use them for low-level animation. The experiments carried out demonstrate advantages of this
approach, such as the control of the user over unexpected or time-dependent situations, automatic
learning of regular spatiotemporal developments, or the reaction of the virtual agents to the real
scene occurrences.
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Abstract
Populating an urban environment realistically with thousands of virtual humans is a chal-
lenging endeavour. Previous research into simulating the many facets of human behaviour
has focused primarily on the control of an individual’s movements. However, a large propor-
tion of pedestrians in an urban environment walk in groups and this should be reﬂected in a
simulation. This paper, therefore, proposes a model for controlling groups of pedestrians by
adjusting the pedestrians’ speeds.
Keywords: real-time crowd simulation, virtual pedestrian groups.
1 Introduction
The majority of real-time crowd simulations largely treat pedestrians as individual entities and
do not consider simulating pedestrians in groups. Groups of pedestrians in an urban environment
are created for a variety of reasons resulting in diﬀerent group dynamics that should be simulated.
Johnson et al. (1994), deﬁned a group as being one of four types: primary, secondary, nested
primary or nested secondary. Primary groups contain group members with primary relationships
such as friendship or family ties, whereas the secondary groups are composed of group members
with weaker ties.
The main contribution of this paper is a speed controller engine capable of simulating both
primary and nested secondary group behaviours for pedestrians in an urban environment. The
speed controller is able to keep group members together in a realistic and eﬃcient manner. A
number of surveys have been undertaken in the ﬁelds of social psychology and transportation to
improve the understanding of the interactions between group members, (Willis et al. (2004)) and
these are used to ensure that the resulting pedestrian simulation is realistic.
2 Related Work
To obtain a better visualization of a coherent group structure many researchers used leader follower
techniques (Bayazit et al. (2002) and Loscos et al. (2003)). These local navigation approaches
suﬀered from members of the group becoming separated and consequently the structure of the
group has the potential to be lost. Recently Silveira et al. (2008) proposed a physically based group
navigation technique using dynamic potential ﬁeld maps. The formation is obtained by aligning
the agents with a deformable template for the arrangement of the group members. However,
the deformation of the template is undertaken only when attempting to navigate obstacles and
therefore will not model the natural movement of groups of pedestrians in an urban setting.
3 System Overview
The presented technique for group behaviour is demonstrated by integrating it into an existing
behaviour system, Haciomeroglu et al. (2007), which is capable of simulating ten thousand indi-
viduals traversing an urban environment. In the existing system, each pedestrian moves through
Figure 1: Screen shots from the real-time simulation; (a) a group consists of several primary
groups, (b) several independent primary groups and (c) a mix of nested groups.
the scene by travelling along the edges of a pre-calculated navigation graph. Initially a group is
assigned a destination node in the navigation graph and a path planning component is utilized to
determine the routes the group members take. As the pedestrians traverse the edges of the graph,
the two level steering model described in Section 4 is used.
4 Two Level Steering Module
Let the combination of steer away force from the closest possible collision and the goal vector be
DV , the number of nearby pedestrians be n, the current pedestrian position be Ap, the position
of the nearby pedestrian i be Pi and the vector from Ap to Pi be ApPi . The other pedestrians
repulsive force is calculated by using Equation 1. Finally PV and DV are averaged and the ﬁnal
motion vector M is determined. β in Equation 1 scales the physical repulsion forces and it is set
to the value of 1.8 in order to allow people to pass more compactly.
PV =
n∑
i=0
(
− ApPi
(β‖ ApPi‖)2
(1 + DV · ApPi)
)
(1)
5 Speed controller stage 1: Maintaining the distance to a sub-
group
This stage of the speed controller ensures that the distances between primary groups in nested
secondary groups are maintained. It is achieved by allowing a non-leading primary groups’ mem-
bers to attempt to adjust their speed to converge on the desired gap between themselves and the
subgroup in front. The members of a leading primary group adjust their speed to the subgroup
behind them. The speed is adjusted using an error term SG. This is calculated by determining
the distance between a pedestrian and the centre of mass of the group in front of them minus the
desired gap between subgroups. For this simulation the value of two metres is selected. SG is a
signed distance which is dependent on whether a group is in front or behind,
Initially each pedestrian, i, is assigned a locomotionSpeedi, which states the speed of movement
for a pedestrian given the particular mode of scene traversal such as walking or running. This value
may alter during the simulation if an agent changes his mode of locomotion. In this simulation
all group members have the same value for locomotionSpeedi. In order to reduce the error, SG,
the locomotionSpeedi will need to be adjusted over successive frames of the simulation. This is
achieved using Equation 2 where a new subgroupSpeedi is calculated for each pedestrian.
subgroupSpeedi = locomotionSpeedi − (SG × locomotionSpeedi) (2)
Incidentally, if the pedestrian is not a member of a subgroup then their subgroupSpeedi will
equal their original locomotionSpeedi, since there does not exist a group in front of them to
introduce an error term.
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Figure 2: Both agents determine that its companion is in front in (a) behind in (b) and one infront
of the other in the ideal case (c). In cases (a) and (b)  indicates a zero distance.
6 Speed controller stage 2: Maintaining inter-personal distances
Pedestrians use speed controller engine stage 2 for the synchronization of their positions with
their fellow primary group members. Initially a set of groups are created with each pedestrian in
the group following the same path to a common destination. Every pedestrian searches for the
nearest primary group member and considers it their companion during the simulation. In every
simulation step, a group member determines the signed Euclidean distance, d, from its companion
recorded from the previous simulation step. Let the direction vector of an agent, A, be DV ,
position of A be Ap, its companion’s position be Cp and the vector from Ap to Cp be AC. If
the smallest angle, computed using the dot product, between DV and AC is less than 90 degrees
then his companion is considered to be in front of A otherwise it is behind. However, there are
two special cases which are illustrated in Figure 2 to be considered. In Figure 2 (a) each agent
determines that they are behind the other and in (b) they both determine that they are in front
of the other. In these two special cases the simulation alters the agents’ speeds as if the distance
between them was zero. If these two special cases were not handled, then both agents would either
speed up or slow down continuously and this would result in inconsistent behaviour.
Utilizing the signed distance, d, does not distinguish between whether the pedestrians are side
by side (as intended) or in a queue. Therefore, the signed distance, d, is modiﬁed to promote side
by side walking. Equation 3 calculates the modiﬁed distance, d′, which will be the error for stage
1.
d′ = d× (1 + | DV · AC|) (3)
d′ is bound between ±β metres and normalized by dividing it by β, (β is 2 metres in our
simulation). The normalized value for d′ becomes the primary group error value PG that is used
to control the pedestrian’s speed. For example, if a pedestrian is behind his companion then the
pedestrian’s speed will be increased. The desired speed for an agent in the next simulation step
is calculated by using Equation 4 to reduce the PG error term.
dsi = subgroupSpeedi − (PG × subgroupSpeedi) (4)
Where dsi is the desired speed of the pedestrian and is deﬁned in order for the pedestrian to
stay in close proximity with their companions. However, it is not possible to set this speed directly
to the pedestrians since the time passed between frames, Δt, has to be taken into account to ensure
that pedestrians smoothly accelerate or decelerate. To achieve this, ﬁrst an unconstrained speed,
Uspeedi, is determined using Equation 5. The speedi variable in Equation 5 is the current speed of
the pedestrian, which is computed from the result of a speed controller calculation in the previous
frame and is initialised using the locomotionSpeedi.
Uspeedi = speedi + ((dsi − speedi)×Δt) (5)
To ensure that the pedestrians do not alter their speeds abruptly and cause visible discontinu-
ities in their scene navigation, each pedestrian is assigned a maximum acceleration value, AR, and
a maximum deceleration value, DER. These may diﬀer between pedestrians and they store the
maximum diﬀerence in speed that can occur in one second. During scene navigation a pedestrian
will move from his current position to his next position along a ﬁnal motion vector M , as described
in Section 4. The vector is not always of unit length resulting in a pedestrian’s actual speed of
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traversal being diﬀerent from the pedestrian’s speed value calculated in Equation 5. Therefore
the acceleration terms are used to clamp the speed based on the actual speed the agents were
moving at in the previous frame, PAS, and the actual speed for the pedestrians in the next frame,
NAS = Uspeedi ×
∣∣∣ M ∣∣∣.
Now the ﬁnal constraint checks can be undertaken on the actual pedestrian speeds. If the
diﬀerence between NAS and PAS is larger than AR×Δt then NAS is reduced to the maximum
acceleration amount of PAS +AR×Δt. If the diﬀerence between NAS and PAS is smaller than
DAR×Δt then NAS is increased to the maximum de-acceleration amount of PAS +DAR×Δt.
Finally the output speed is calculated by dividing the NAS by
∣∣∣ M ∣∣∣ in order to make the output
speed independent from the motion vector size.
In summary, every pedestrian attempts to synchronize their position with their companion
and other group members. By using the speed controller engine described in this paper the
pedestrians accurately synchronize their positions, allowing the pedestrians to walk side by side
with their neighbours, akin to their real life counterparts.
7 Results and Conclusion
The system has been tested for 10 minutes with 2530 pedestrians including 1264 of them in groups.
There were 117 nested groups and 534 single level groups. Every pedestrian in the simulation has
the same locomotionSpeedi of (1.7ms−1), however their actual speed diﬀers because of both the
steering and the speed controller engines. The single level group’s and the individual’s average
speeds are similar (1.55ms−1 and 1.58ms−1 respectively) but the nested groups navigate slightly
more slowly (1.51ms−1). This is natural because in nested groups the individuals will try to be
in close proximity with each other and the other subgroups.
Both the inter-personal distances between members in nested groups and single level groups
have been recorded. The single level group’s average inter-personal distance was 0.95metres and
the nested group’s average inter-personal distance was 0.94metres. Members in a nested group
will be combined more tightly than members in a single level group, because other individuals
cannot easily break a larger group apart; instead these individuals will prefer to steer away from
the large oncoming group.
The overhead for the group calculations is 2.3%. The additional steering calculations are
neccessary, since the number of pedestrians navigating in close proximity increases when many
groups are in the environment.
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Abstract
We propose an adaptive mesh animation techniques for virtual paper simulation. The pro-
posed method can be applied to arbitrary triangular mesh structures and eﬃciently produces
wrinkles and creases on the paper surface with stable numerical integration and deformation-
based mesh reﬁnement.
Keywords: virtual paper, physically-based modelding
1 Introduction
Since Terzopoulos et al. (1987) simulated deformable object in computer graphics literature, Baraﬀ
and Witkin (1998); Choi and Ko (2002); Meyer et al. (2001); Volino and Magnenat-Thalmann
(2001) proposed various techniques for soft object animation, and Ma and Baciu (2006) devised
a method to generate seams and wrinkles for realistic appearance. Grinspun et al. (2003) in-
troduced a discrete shell model for describing thin objects. In this method, however, adaptive
mesh restructuring was not taken into account. Although the method was improved for origami
simulation in Burgoon et al. (2006), their work did not consider the arbitrary crumpling with
external forces in interactive applications. In this paper, we propose an adaptive and stochastic
mesh reconstruction method for simulating the behavior of soft and thin virtual paper objects
in an interactive application. Inextensible thin objects can be represented with stiﬀ mass-spring
models, and Baraﬀ and Witkin (1998) proposed an implicit integration scheme for stiﬀ diﬀer-
ential equation. In an implicit integration scheme, the mass-spring simulation can be expressed
as Δvt+h = h(M − h2 ∂fσ∂x − h∂fδ∂v )−1(f tσ + f tδ + h2 ∂fσ∂x vt) where x, v, fσ, and fδ are the vectors
of locations, velocities, spring forces, and damping forces respectively, and M denotes the mass
matrix. We employed an approximate integration proposed in Kang and Cho (2004). However,
the resulting animation does not look like paper because the static mesh structure cannot generate
any crumples on the surface. Therefore, we employed an adaptive mesh techniques which was ﬁrst
introduced in Kang and Cho (2008).
2 Adaptive Structure with Breakable Springs
Fig.1 illustrates the breakable spring model. The compressed spring is broken into two distinct
spring edges in order to maintain the original length. Two additional springs are inserted to
maintain the triangular structure, and an auxiliary spring is added to preserve the damage. The
total mass cannot be changed at any condition. After a new mass mn is inserted, the neighboring
masses m0, m1, m2, and m3 are adjusted as m′0, m
′
1, m
′
2, and m
′
3 to preserve the total mass. Let
us consider two extreme cases: (a) a new particle is placed exactly on a neighboring mass point
i, and (b) a neighboring mass point i is extremely far from the new mass. In the ﬁrst case, the
mass of the newly added particle should be mi/2. In the second case, adding the particle should
not decrease mi. With this consideration, we adjust masses as follows:
m′l =
(
dl
2
∑
k∈N dk
+
1
2
)
ml, mn =
∑
k∈N mk
2
−
∑
k∈N dkmk
2
∑
k∈N dk
(1)
Figure 1: Breakable spring model
where dk is the distance from the new mass to another mass point k in the undeformed conﬁgu-
ration, and N is the set of the neighboring masses.
The momentum should be also preserved by specifying the velocity of the new mass point as
follows:
vn = (
∑
k∈N
mkvk −
∑
k∈N
m′kvk)/mn (2)
3 Stochastic Edge Break Model
In our approach, the fracture of an edge occurs stochastically. Probability of the fracture is
proportional to the contraction ratio (1− ltij/lij) where l0ij and ltij denote the rest length and the
current length of the spring between xi and xj respectively. To take the horizontal and vertical
curvatures into account, we consider two neighbor vertices xr and xl. The distance between the
neighbors is lrl. We denote the normal vectors at the mass-point xi, xj , xr, xl as ni, nj , nr,
nl. The curvature along the edge increases the probability of the fracture while the curvature
across the edge decreases it. Therefore, we can model the fracture probability to be proportional
to (1 − nij)/2 and (1 + nrl)/2 where nij = ni · nj . In order to make it possible for a ﬂat object
to be folded, we employed a control parameter φ to scale the dot product of the normal vectors.
Based on these observations, the probability of fracture was actually computed as follows:
Pij =
1
4l0ij
(l0ij − ltij)(1− φ · nij)(1 + φ · nrl) (3)
We adjust the location of the new mass-point along the surface normal vector. The magnitude
of the adjustment ϑ can be easily computed as follows:
ϑ =
ψ
2
√
(l0ij)2 − (ltij)2 (4)
where ψ is a parameter that controls length of broken edges.
4 Bending Energy based Edge Recovery
In some cases, some broken edges have to be recovered. When an edge eij is broken into two
diﬀerent springs ein and enj , the original spring eij becomes an unbreakable auxiliary spring,
i.e., eij .breakable = false. The unbreakable auxiliary spring contains pointers to newly inserted
vertex xn, and newly added edges ein, enj , ern, and enl. When we need to remove the crumple
across the broken edge eij , we can simply change the breakability property of the edge, i.e.,
eij .breakable ← true, and remove one vertex xn and four edges, ein, enj , ern, and enl. In a more
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(a) φ = 0.0, ψ = 1.0 (b) φ = 0.7, ψ = 1.0 (c) φ = 0.5, ψ = 0.0 (d) φ = 0.5, ψ = 0.7
Figure 2: Eﬀect of control parameter φ and ψ: (a) φ = 0.0, ψ = 1.0 (b) φ = 0.7, ψ = 1.0 (c)
φ = 0.5, ψ = 0.0 (d) φ = 0.5, ψ = 0.7
complicated situation, the broken edge eij is broken into ein and enj , and the edge ein or enj can
be broken again. In such a case, the edge eij cannot be recovered immediately. In the proposed
method, the recovery is applied to the edges which have been broken only once. Although we
can recover the broken edges into an original edge, there is no criteria to determine which edges
to be recovered. In our method, we exploited the bending energy of a broken edge to decide
whether it would be recovered or not. A broken edge produces a crease line on the surface.
The bending of the crease line recovers the broken edge. The bending energy of an edge can be
conveniently computed with the model described in Grinspun et al. (2003). In their model, the
bending energy Wb(e) of an edge e was computed as (θe − θ¯e)2||e¯|| where θe and θ¯e denote the
corresponding complements of the dihedral angle of the edge e measured in the deformed and
undeformed conﬁguration respectively, and ||e¯|| is the length of the edge e. In fact, the angle
θe can be easily computed by measuring the angle between the normal vectors of two triangles
incident to the edge. However, our model cannot use this angle. In order to eﬃciently compute
the bending energy of the broken edge, we simply exploited the normal vectors at the left and right
neighbors. In our model, the bending energy of a broken edge Wb(e) was computed as follows:
Wb(eij) = (1− nrl)/2 (5)
where r and l denote the right and the left neighbor vertices of the edge eij respectively, and nr
and nl are the normal vectors at those vertices.
If Wb is larger than a given threshold , the edge is selected to be recovered. It is obvious
that  controls the tendency of the edge recovery. When a vertex is removed, the masses and
the velocities of neighboring vertices should be adjusted to conserve the total mass and the linear
momentum as follows:
m′i = mi +
(
∑
k∈N dk − di)mn
(|N | − 1)∑k∈N dk , v′i = vi +
(
∑
k∈N mk −mi)(mnvn)
(|N | − 1)∑k∈N mk (6)
where |N | denotes the number of linked neighbors of removed mass point.
5 Experiments
Fig.2 shows the eﬀect of the control parameters φ and ψ. As shown in the ﬁgure, a larger φ value
generates stiﬀer paper appearance. The parameter ψ could be successfully used for controlling the
crumples on the paper surface. The bending energy based strategy for the recovery of broken edges
successfully works in an actual interactive animation as shown in Fig.3 (a) and (b). With a small
, a virtual paper object easily recovers its broken edge. On the other hand, a large  prevents the
model from frequently recovering its broken edges, and it produces a crumpled surface. Fig.3 (c)
and (d) compares the virtual paper generated with the proposed method and a real paper object.
As shown in the ﬁgure, the proposed method plausibly reproduces the appearance of the paper
object.
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(a)  = 0.1 (b)  = 1.5 (c) virtual paper (d) real paper
Figure 3: The eﬀect of  and comparison with real paper: (a)  = 0.1, (b)  = 1.5, (c) a virtual
paper produced with the proposed method, and (d) photo of real paper
6 Conclusion
An intuitive and eﬃcient method for simulating virtual paper in an interactive application was
proposed. The proposed method modeled the virtual paper as highly damped stiﬀ mass-spring
with breakable edges, and a stochastic edge fracture and recovery models were applied to adaptively
change the mesh structure. The mass and the momentum of the adaptive mesh were preserved
regardless of the structure. The experimental result shows the proposed method can eﬃciently
control the properties of virtual paper and the result can be interactively animated in realtime
applications.
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Abstract
Racing game requires plausible physics model that can be simulated in realtime. We propose
an eﬃcient and eﬀective “imaginary wall” model for racing games. The method can be easily
implemented because of the simplicity of the physical model used, and the result of the
simulation is realistic enough for the racing games.
Keywords: racing game, physically-based modelling, realtime animation, impulse model
1 Introduction
Hung and Orin (2001); Shiang-Lung Koo and Tomizuka (2007) proposed dynamic models for
wheeled vehicles in robotics and automation literature. de Wit and Horowitz (1999); Claeys et al.
(2001) also proposed sophisticated models for simulating the tire/road friction. However, those
methods are too complex to be easily implemented in game applications. The tire simulation
in realtime is considered a diﬃcult problem so that semi-empirical models are usually employed
as in Dea´k (1999). However, the parameters for the industry standard models such as Model of
Pacejka are unfortunately too complex to be modiﬁed intuitively. To avoid the expensive cost,
a simple method that computes the angular velocity of a wheeled vehicle has been widely used
as in Monster (1993). Let l be the distance between the front and the rear wheels. The angle
between the direction of the front wheel and that of the vehicle is δ. The vehicle rotates about a
single pivot point c. Let C and r be respectively the circumference and the radius of the circular
path of the front wheel. It is obvious that C is 2πr where r is l/ sin δ. The time required for a
vehicle with velocity v to complete the rotation is 2πr/|v|. Therefore, the angular velocity ω can
be computed as |v|/r. However, it is not actually easy to compute the radius because it can be
extremely large when δ is very small. In other words, it will be the most diﬃcult for the simple
method to deal with the most usual case where the vehicle is moving almost straight.
2 Simulating Tire Friction with Impulse-based Contact Force
We propose an impulse-based method that introduces imaginary wall model. In our model, the
wheels contact with ground and imaginary walls, and low friction is applied to the wheel direction
so that the vehicle can be easily accelerated or decelerated along the driving path. When a
wheel is, however, sliding aside from the driving path, strong frictional force should be produced
to immediately hold the wheels. This kind of strong forces can be considered impulses from
the imaginary walls. Let the masses of the object a and b be ma and mb respectively. The
objects are colliding at pc, and xa and xb denote the mass centers. The vector from xa to the
collision point is denoted as ra, and rb is also deﬁned similarly. nˆ is the collision normal. The
velocities of the objects at the collision point are denoted as vpca and v
pc
b . Baraﬀ (1994) and
Mirtich and Canny (1995) proposed methods for eﬃcient and eﬀective computation of impulses
between non-penetrating rigid bodies. Let Ka denote E/ma + r∗a
T I−1a r
∗
a where E is an identity
matrix, Ia is the inertia tensor of object a, and r∗ denotes the cross product matrix of the
Figure 1: Impulse model with an imaginary wall
vector r. Kb is deﬁned similarly. The impulse Jb applied to object b can then be computed as
Jb = {−(1 + )(vpcb − vpca ) · nˆ/(nˆT (Ka +Kb)nˆ)}nˆ where  is the coeﬃcient of restitution. Fig.1
shows the visual concept of imaginary wall model. The wheel moves forward and backward along
the imaginary wall, and the imaginary wall continuously change its direction according to the
wheel direction. The only role of the imaginary wall is to produce impulses that prevent a wheel
from penetrating the wall. The velocity at the wheel center v can be decomposed into two parts:
the velocity along the wheel direction vf and the perpendicular part vt. The relative velocity
between the contacting wall and the wheel is simply vt. Therefore, the direction of the impulse
from the wall is −vt/|vt|. Because the wheel should not rebound from the wall and the imaginary
wall is a static object, the restitution coeﬃcient  and the K matrix of the wall should be 0 and
zero matrix respectively. Therefore, the impulse J from the imaginary wall can be computed as
follows:
J =
( |vt|
nˆTKwnˆ
)
nˆ =
( −v · nˆ
(Kwnˆ) · nˆ
)
nˆ (1)
where Kw is the K matrix at the center of the wheel.
By employing the imaginary walls, the driving path can be perfectly and physically controlled
as shown in Fig.2 (a). Only the wheels placed on the ground are aﬀected by the imaginary walls
so that our method is expressive enough to reproduce the realistic animation of a vehicle that
trembles and tumbles as shown in Fig.2 (b), and moves on a bumpy terrain as shown in Fig.2 (c).
3 Shock-absorbing Imaginary Wall Model for Side Slip Simulation
It is often the case that a high-speed vehicle slips aside toward the outward direction of the
turning circle. The side-slip is essential not only for the reality of racing simulation but also for
the amusement of the game. The actual side-slip occurs when the frictional forces between tires
and wheels are not strong enough. However, the proposed method does not use frictional model for
the wheel dynamics. To enable the side-slip, the imaginary walls should allow wheels to penetrate
them. The soft wall model can be modeled with a negative restitution coeﬃcient. In order for a
intuitive modeling, we employed a side-slip control parameter μ which ranges from 0 to 1. If the
parameter μ is 0, the wheels can freely penetrate imaginary walls. The imaginary wall model with
penetration can be formulated as follows:
J =
(−(1 + )v · nˆ
(Kwnˆ) · nˆ
)
nˆ =
( −μv · nˆ
(Kwnˆ) · nˆ
)
nˆ (2)
μ was deﬁned to be max{μmax (1− |v|/vθ) , 0} where μmax is the maximum value for the
parameter μ, and vθ is a speciﬁable threshold speed where μ parameter becomes zero. If the speed
of the vehicle exceeds the limit, μ is enforced to be zero. When we need a vehicle that drifts more
easily, we have only to decrease the parameter vθ.
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(a) controlled path on plane (b) tumbling behavior (c) bumpy terrain
Figure 2: The control and expressiveness of the proposed method: (a) a vehicle with moderate
speed, (b) a high-speed vehicle with sharp turn, (c) a vehicle on a bumpy terrain
Figure 3: Suspension Simulation: the dashed black circles represent the actual dynamic wheels
allowed to penetrate the terrain. Users can observe only the solid wheels lifted on the surface to
show the suspension eﬀect.
4 Impulse-based Suspension Simulation
Although the imaginary wall model can be successfully employed for lightweight dynamics for
steering a wheeled vehicle, the model does not simulate the suspension mechanism. Because the
suspension is one of the most important mechanisms of usual vehicles, plausible racing game
requires proper suspension model. The suspension is actually implemented with shock-absorbing
stiﬀ springs. However, the stiﬀ spring model often causes stability problem. For the suspension
simulation, we also used an impulse model. The suspension should be considered only when a
wheel collides with ground. While the usual impulse model prevents wheels from penetrating the
terrain, our impulse-based suspension model allows the wheels to penetrate the terrain surface.
Let pw be the contact position of a wheel that touches the ground, and pg be the contact position
of the ground. ℘τ and ℘p denote the maximum penetration allowed and the actual penetration(i.e.
|pg−pw| respectively. The penetration ratio ℘ can be calculated as ℘p/℘τ . Let Jg be the impulse
from the ground to wheel. We scale the impulse according to the magnitude of the impulse |Jg|
and the penetration ratio ℘, and the scaled impulse is applied to the wheels. The scaled impulse
Js is computed as follows:
Js =
1
2
(e−ξ|Jg| + ℘)Jg (3)
Fig.3 shows the suspension eﬀect of our model. The dashed black circle shows the actual wheel
that penetrates the ground surface while the yellow solid wheel is lifted on the ground to provide
plausible visualization to users.
5 Experimental Results
The proposed method produced physically plausible animation of wheeled vehicles in interactive
applications such as game. Fig.4 (a) demonstrates realtime performance of the proposed method.
The driving path was plausibly controlled in an experimental game applications. Since the impulse
model makes it possible for the wheels to be independently simulated, trembling or tumbling
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(a) Realtime Performance (b) Tumbling (c) Side slip
Figure 4: The eﬀective path control of the proposed method: (a) realtime control (b) tumbling
vehicle(c) side-slip of high speed vehicle
motions of vehicles can also be easily expressed as shown in Fig.4 (b), which cannot be simulated
with kinematic approaches. The shock absorbing imaginary wall model for side-slip simulation
described in Eq.2 was also tested, and the model produced realistic motion of high-speed vehicles
as shown in Fig.4 (c).
6 Conclusion
A realtime approach to the vehicle wheel simulation was proposed. The method is plausible
enough for racing game application because the behavior of each wheel is physically simulated with
impulse. Moreover, the simplicity of the proposed method enables experienced game developers to
easily implement a racing game in a short time. Because the proposed method eﬃciently generates
plausible results, the method can be successfully employed for developing high quality racing game
running on CPU-limited computing environments.
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Abstract
By understanding the mechanisms of human-human communication, developers are trying to better ad-
dress expressive communication in virtual subjects, such as agents, and consequently to improve Human
Computer Interaction. The work presented here is focused on the evaluation of human motion features.
The algorithms we present can be applied to virtual humanoids in order to determine if the expressive
information codiﬁed in the synthesized motion are comparable to the motion of real humans acting with
the same intent.
Keywords: Motion Analysis, Virtual humanoid plausibility
1 INTRODUCTION
In the last few years one of the key issues of the Human Computer Interaction framework is the design
and creation of a new type of interfaces, able to adapt HCI to human-human communication capabilities.
In this direction the ability of computers to detect and synthetize emotional state is becoming particularly
relevant, that is, computers must be equipped with interfaces able to establish an Affect Sensitive interaction
with the user, in the sense deﬁned by Zeng et al. 2009.
To synthesize correctly the emotional expressive information to be conveyed by virtual humanoids
motion, it is necessary to study the mechanism used by humans to use and read this high level content. In
human-human interaction the communication of emotional expressive content takes different channels of
communication that includes also full-body motion.
In this paper we present a method for measuring two motion features: impulsivity and smoothness.
Impulsivity indicates wether or not movement presents sudden and abrupt changes in energy. For exam-
ple, an unexpected danger like a car approaching a person crossing the street may induce a sudden and
impulsive reaction in the person movement, due to the emotion of fear/terror. Smoothness identiﬁes the
continuity/ﬂuency of movement. Happy and relaxed persons usually communicate their state by producing
body movements that are very ﬂuent and continuous. Instead, angry and tensed persons perform quick and
short body movements exhibiting abrupt changes in limbs curvature/speed.
2 IMPULSIVITY
2.1 DEFINITION
In our context Impulsivity can be seen as a “a short time perturbation of the subject motion state”. Re-
ferring to physics we focus on the Impulsive Momentum Theorem, where an impulse can be considered
as a variation in the momentum of an object to which an external force is applied. If Force and Mass are
considered as constants then the following rule is true: I = F  t = m  v = p and knowing the starting
and the ending velocities:  p = m(v f − vi).
The underlying concept of this theorem considers the impulse as a variation of the momentum, that is, a
perturbation of the state. In psychology Impulsivity is an important aspect to consider for evaluating some
speciﬁc pathologies. In this area we found the following deﬁnition: “actions that are poorly conceived,
prematurely expressed, unduly risky, or inappropriate to the situation and that often result in undesirable
outcome ”. From this deﬁnition we can observe that an impulsive behavior or gesture lacks of premedi-
tation, that is, it is performed without a signiﬁcant preparation phase. In the work of Heiser et al. 2004
on Hyperkinetic Disorders we found a characterization of the impulsive motion that “was 3.4 times as far,
covered a 3.8-fold greater area, and had a more linear and less complex movement pattern”. Heiser con-
cludes that an impulsive motion can be read as linear, without complex pattern. From the work of Wilson
et al. 1996 on the structure of the natural gesture we highlight analogies between impulsive gestures and
beat gestures, characterized by short duration and high magnitude. The main research that helps us in our
deﬁnition is the Theory of Effort by Laban and Lawrence 1947, that identiﬁed four Effort Qualities in hu-
man movement: Flow, Weight, Time, and Space.
By integrating all the approaches found in our overview we obtained the following deﬁnition of impulsive
gestures: gestures performed without premeditation, i.e. looking to the motion phases with a very short or
absent preparation phase; gestures performed with a simple pattern, i.e. simple shape performed; gestures
characterized by short duration and high magnitude; gestures performed with Time = sudden and Flow
=free in Laban terms.
2.2 ALGORITHM
The algorithm for the automatic evaluation of impulsivity, has been implemented in the EyesWeb software
platform (www.eyesweb.org) using the EyesWeb Expressive Gesture Library Camurri et al. 2004 to extract
motion features as for example energy, called Quantity of Motion (QoM). To identify the gesture duration
we use motion segmentation based on the motion bells identiﬁed by thresholding the QoM. In this work
we set the threshold of the normalized energy equal to 0.02, since we work in a controlled environment.
A motion with energy higher then such threshold can be considered with “high magnitude”. To respect
the characteristic of “fast”execution, we ﬁxed (considering also the state of the art in this context) a time
duration dt = 0.45sec to discriminate the impulsive gesture, with an attack phase of dta ≤ 0.15sec. In
Figure 1 there is an example of Impulsive gesture in term of QoM and Time duration.
Figure 1: This is the graph of the energy motion feature with respect to the threshold value. In the green
circle is highlighted the motion bell related to the impulsive gesture.
From empirical considerations, to rapidly modify actual motion, it is necessary to rapidly modify pos-
ture and in particular to modify the body occupation of space, that is Eyesweb corresponds to the Contrac-
tion Index motion cue. The calculation of this cue can be performed during the gesture execution, without
introduce additional delay in the ﬁnal evaluation.
The algorithm can then be written as:
let  t = 0.45sec and let gesture threshold = 0.02;
if (energy≥ threshold) then evaluate the GestureTimeDuration dt;
If dt ≥ 0 and dt ≤ t then ImpulsivityIndex =CI/dt;
3 SMOOTHNESS
3.1 DEFINITION
From English dictionary, smooth: “free from or proceeding without abrupt curves, bends, etc.; allowing
or having an even, uninterrupted movement or ﬂow”. In mathematics, smoothness is linked to the speed
of variation, that is, a smooth function is a function that varies “slowly” in time; more precisely, smooth
functions are those that have derivatives of all orders. In music smoothness corresponds to articulation in
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music performance, as for example stated in DiPaola and Arya 2004. In psychopathology, smoothness of
human movement could allow one to diagnose psychological disorders, for example schizophrenia: patients
movements are described “staccato-like, jerky and angular”, while they become “smooth and rounded”
after successful therapy, as reported in Wallbott 1989. Gallaher 1992 refers to smooth and ﬂuid movements:
“an individual high on this factor has a smooth voice, ﬂowing speech and gestures, and a ﬂuid walk; such
a person would appear graceful and coordinated ”. Smooth/ﬂuid movements are often associated with
slow, sluggish and lethargic movements, in contrast with large and energetic body movement. Slowness in
movements corresponds to the deﬁnition of smooth functions as slowly varying functions in mathematics.
Wallbott measured displacement of hand in psychiatric patients behavior and found four main move-
ment characteristics: space, which describes the extension of movement; hastiness, which is related to
speed and acceleration; intensity, which describes the energy of a movement; ﬂuency-course, which is re-
lated to the quality between the beginning and the end of a movement. Wallbott states that smoothness is a
possible value for the ﬂuency-course characteristics, thus demonstrating the importance of such parameter
in describing movement quality.
3.2 ALGORITHM
Research work reported by Todorov and Jordan 1998 demonstrates a correspondence between (i) smooth
trajectories performed by human arms, (ii) the minimization of the third-order derivative of the hand po-
sition (called jerk in physics) and (iii) the correlation between hand trajectory curvature and velocity1. In
our work we use an approach similar to (iii) to check whether a trajectory is smooth or not by computing
the trajectory curvature and velocity. Other researchers like Sezgin et al. 2006 investigated the same char-
acteristics in sketch recognition algorithms, to determine the corners of a curve, that is, the points in which
curvature is high and velocity is low.
The input to our system consists of video frames frames at 60 Hz showing a moving person. During
the preprocessing phase, for each video frame the system extracts the 2D position (x,y) of the barycenter
of a green marker placed on the person right or left hand and stores it in a buffer consisting of 60 samples,
while the oldest element of the buffer is discarded. The hand position buffer is then provided as input to
the smoothness computation algorithm: for every sample (x,y) in the buffer we compute curvature k and
velocity v as:
k =
∣∣∣∣∣x
′y ′′ − y ′x ′′
(x ′2 + y ′2)
3
2
∣∣∣∣∣ v =
√
x ′2 + y ′2 (1)
Where x ′, y ′, x ′′ and y ′′ are the ﬁrst and second order derivatives of x and y. To compute them from the
buffer of samples (x,y) we apply a Savitzky-Golay ﬁlter (Savitzky and Golay 1964). This type of ﬁlter
provide as output both the ﬁltered signal and an approximation of the n− th order smoothed derivatives.
Then we compute the correlation between trajectory curvature and velocity. However, k and v are
computed over a “short” time window, so we could approximate the covariance σlog(k),log(v) with 1, as the
k and v variate (or not) approximately at the same time. In this way the correlation coefﬁcient can be
computed by the following formula:
ρ′ =
1
σlog(k)σlog(v)
(2)
We use ρ′ to determine the amount of human hand trajectory Smoothness Index, as shown in Figure 2.
The upper part of the Figure shows the trajectories of the performer hand: a continuous smooth circle on
the left and a square shape performed with movements exhibiting sharp direction variations. The bottom
part reports the information provided as output by our system EyesWeb in realtime: the trajectory as it was
detected by the program and the trajectory Smoothness Index computed as explained above. As shown, the
index is high for the circular smooth trajectory, while it drops to very low values for the square shape. These
empirical results demonstrate show that our algorithm is able to correctly distinguish between smooth and
angular movements, even if further reﬁnement tests should be performed in future.
1M. Mancini would like to acknowledge D. Glowinski at InfoMus for his collaboration on developing the Smoothness Algorithm.
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Figure 2: Round and a square trajectories: Smoothness Index is high when computed on the round smooth
trajectory (left) and is approximately zero when computed on the square non-continuous one (right).
4 CONCLUSION
The main focus of the presented work is on motion analysis. We highlight how humans use motion to
communicate expressive information with the aim of implementing them in virtual agents. The algorithms
proposed are related to the evaluation of two motion feature in the real human full-body motion: impulsivity
and smoothness. Future work includes the validation of the proposed methods using our video corpus of
recorded motions performed by professional dancers, martial arts experts and students. The aim is to
compare the data computed by our algorithms with subjects rates, and to reﬁne the automatic features
extraction. After this validation, the algorithms will be applied to the motion of virtual humanoid since
they work on video streams in real-time.
Performed and future work are addressed in the framework of the EUICT Project SAME
(www.sameproject.eu) and the EU Culture 2007 project CoMeDiA (www.comedia.eu.org).
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Abstract
This paper proposes a method for retrieving human motion data with concise retrieval rules
based on the spatio-temporal features of motion appearance. Our method ﬁrst converts
motion clip into a form of clausal language that represents geometrical relations between
body parts and their temporal relationship. A retrieval rule is then learned from the set
of manually classiﬁed examples using inductive logic programming (ILP). ILP automatically
discovers the essential rule in the same clausal form with a user-deﬁned hypothesis-testing
procedure. All motions are indexed using this clausal language, and the desired clips are
retrieved by subsequence matching using the rule. Such rule-based retrieval oﬀers reasonable
performance and the rule can be intuitively edited in the same language form.
Keywords: motion capture, motion indexing, motion appearance feature, inductive logic
1 Introduction
Automated retrieval methods of human motion data have been proposed using some feature anal-
ysis techniques. However, existing methods have one major problem with query formulation. The
numerical methods (Chiu et al., 2004) use a short motion clip as a query, but the similarity mea-
sure between motions should be manually deﬁned with ﬁne parameter tunings. The learning-based
methods (Arikan et al., 2003) implicitly obtain a motion classiﬁer which can not be modiﬁed after
the learning. The template-based methods (Mu¨ller and Ro¨der, 2006) use many binary symbols
so as to enable them to represent a wide variety of human movement, making the notation often
redundant for retrieval problem. Although the heuristic method (Mu¨ller et al., 2008) eliminates
the redundancy of the template, the conventional method does not guarantee the minimality of
the resulting template and requires high computational cost.
In the ﬁelds of artiﬁcial intelligence, a general induction technique has been developed to
discover an eﬀective solution to multiple classiﬁcation problems. The induction method often uses a
logical language such as symbolic and clausal language to represent the training data, and discovers
a concise classiﬁcation rule using logical programming, called inductive logic programming (ILP)
(Muggleton, 1995). ILP analyzes an essential rule presented in the explicit logical language, and
provides a programmable framework based on the same logical language to control its learning
procedure.
We propose a rule generation technique for human motion retrieval using ILP. Our method
ﬁrst computes a set of spatio-temporal features of motion appearance in the form of a multivalued
logical expression. An ILP framework then discovers an essential classiﬁcation rule, which is
composed of a few logical expressions, by analyzing an intrinsic diﬀerence among the set of training
motion clips. The desirable segments are retrieved from a database using the discovered rule by
specifying the name of the motion class. Moreover, such a retrieval rule can be easily edited in
the form of logical language to improve the retrieval accuracy. Consequently, our system provides
ﬂexible motion retrieval with semi-automated rule generation.
2 Algorithm
We here explain how to discover the retrieval rule. Given training data, they are manually seg-
mented into clips of unit movement and classiﬁed into multiple semantic classes. One class is then
chosen as a positive class and others are used as a negative class. Each training clip is represented
by a set of clauses corresponding to the spatio-temporal motion features. The inductive learning
discovers a retrieval rule consisted of as few clauses as possible so that the resulting rule explains
common features of the positive examples and no features of the negative ones.
2.1 Spatio-temporal features of motion appearance
Given a training motion clip, several key-poses are ﬁrst extracted from the training data to reduce
the computational cost of the learning. After selecting the ﬁrst key-pose at the ﬁrst frame of the
motion sequence, the next key-pose is sequentially searched until the pose distance to the previous
key-pose exceeds a given threshold. Next, the multivalued spatial features are computed at each
key-frame and then represented in the clausal form like has sf(fi[li]), where fi and li denote a
name and quantization index of a spatial feature, respectively. This clause means that the training
data has a pose indicating a spatial feature fi with the quantization index li, where we omit [li]
for binary features for simplicity. Our deﬁnition of spatial feature includes 31 geometrical features
proposed in (Mu¨ller and Ro¨der, 2006) and 4 additional customized features.
We also deﬁne two types of temporal features that explain the duration of a spatial feature and
a temporal relation between diﬀerent spatial features. The duration is represented by two clauses:
long(fi[li]) and short(fi[li]), which indicate longer and shorter duration than 0.5 sec, respectively.
The temporal relation is represented by a clause: after(fi[li], fj [lj ], lt), for the spatial feature
fj [lj ] appearing after fi[li] with a quantized delay lt. The time delay index lt is represented by
three symbols: short ([0, 0.25) sec), middle ([0.25, 0.5) sec), and long ([0.5, 1.0) sec), where these
time ranges are experimentally optimized.
2.2 Simplification of retrieval rules
Given the clauses of spatio-temporal feature of a training data, the ILP framework discovers the
retrieval rule for each motion class. We use a public ILP system, called Progol (Muggleton, 1995),
which uses a programmable hypothesis-testing procedure to discover an essential rule. It uses both
positive and negative examples to discover a rule that is obeyed by the positive examples and is
excluded by the negative examples. This learning model often results in too strict a retrieval rule,
which can be reduced by relaxing the tolerance of the quantization error of multivalued feature.
The learning criterion of ILP is the minimality of the clauses used in retrieval rules. Multiple
clauses can often be substituted with a simpler clause based on a syllogism and other reasoning.
ILP introduces the substitution procedure with user-deﬁned logical expressions represented in the
clausal form for discovering the retrieval rule that consists of as few clauses as possible. We deﬁne
the subsumption relation of multivalued feature, which is modeled by a combinational structure.
The basic component of the structure is the quantization index of multivalued feature. The ILP
system then selects the most appropriate subset to best describe the feature of training data.
2.3 Subsequence search with space windows
By specifying the name of motion class, motion segments are retrieved by a subsequence search
using the retrieval rule associated with the speciﬁed class. Our system sequentially searches the
subsequence that includes all constituent clauses of the retrieval rule from the motion sequence.
The discrete representation of spatial feature often decreases retrieval accuracy because its quan-
tization index is computed by regularly discretizing the geometrical distance between body parts.
The space window is therefore introduced for tolerating the small variation of simple quantization
of multivalued feature. If a quantization index lf is assigned to the interval [di, di+1), where di
and di+1 are the geometrical distance between body parts, the retrieval process uses a wider range
[di − α, di+1 + α) for discriminating the region of the quantization index lf . The margin α is
experimentally optimized by the quantization interval α = 0.5|di+1 − di|.
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Table 1: Retrieval rules discovered from train-
ing dataset, where the number in [] represents a
quantization index of multivalued features.
Class Retrieval rule
Cartwheel long(lhand up[2]) & long(gradient)
& long(move upward)
ElbowToKnee long(larm bent[2])
long(larm bent[1]) &
after(larm bent[0], lfoot up[0], middle)
short(rarm bent[1]) & has sf(lleg bent[0])
JumpingJack long(move upward)
& short(lhand up[1])
& after(rhand up[2], lhand up[0], short)
Lie long(lying)
Sit long(move upward) & long(gradient)
& long(body bent[1])
Squat long(rhand up[0]) & has sf(body bent[0])
long(lhand up[1]) & long(rhand up[1])
& has sf(body bent[0])
Toss long(move upward) & short(larm bent[0])
& after(larm bent[1], rhand up[1], middle)
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Figure 1: Retrieval results of seven motion
classes. The dark-colored bars and light-
colored ones represents the performance of
our method and existing method (Mu¨ller
et al., 2008), respectively.
3 Experimental result
The retrieval performance of our method is compared with the existing heuristic method
(Mu¨ller et al., 2008) under almost the same experimental condition. We experimentally re-
trieved motion segments from a large public collection of motion capture data (http://www.mpi-
inf.mpg.de/resources/HDM05). We manually segment a whole motion sequence of 120 min-
utes into 5481 clips of unit movement and arranged them into 99 motion classes. The training
dataset consists of 7 motion classes; Cartwheel(6/21), ElbowToKnee(17/58), JumpingJack(15/52),
Lie(6/20), Sit(6/20), Squat(16/56), and Toss(4/14)), where the two numbers in () denote the
number of training data of each class and the total number of motion clips, respectively.
3.1 Discovery of retrieval rules
Table 1 shows the retrieval rules for the seven motion classes which are discovered using the
training dataset. It shows that a motion clip is classiﬁed as a cartwheel motion if the actor bend
his/her body and raises his/her left hand, and moves upward for a long period. The number of
constituent clauses is determined according to the uniqueness of movements in comparison with
other motion classes. For example, the rule of Lie motions only has one clause because the spatial
feature of Lying appears only in the Lie motion class. On the other hand, the ILP framework
discovers multiple retrieval rules for ElbowToKnee and Squat, and the desired segment is retrieved
using all rules. This indicates that these motion classes can be respectively divided into subclasses.
In fact, the training dataset of ElbowToKnee includes symmetric motions.
3.2 Retrieval by discovered rule
The statistics of the retrieval performance is shown in Figure 1. Average computational time
of the retrieval is about 10 milliseconds, which is fast enough for practical usage. High recall
indicates that the subsequence matching with a retrieval rule successfully retrieves almost all
relevant motions. The low recall of Toss is probably caused by the overﬁtting problem; the ILP
generalizes the small common part of the example motions which do not appear in other Toss
motions that are not used in the learning. On the other hand, the precision values are remarkably
lower than those of the existing method except for Cartwheel. This means that the discovered
rules can not exclude the non-relevant motions because the number of training data is too small
to generalize the retrieval rule for the size of the entire database. However, a large number of
examples often lead to a failure in learning because of the limited memory capacity. We consider
that the accuracy of our retrieval method becomes acceptable for the practical motion database
because the retrieval performance could be improved by a manual editing.
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3.3 Extensions of rule-based retrieval
The manual editing can make the retrieval rule more distinctive and often improves the retrieval
accuracy. For example, we modify the second clause of the rule of Cartwheel from long(gradient)
& long(lhand up[2]) to long(somersault), based on our knowledge that cartwheel motion includes
a handstanding pose. This modiﬁcation increases the precision and recall from 0.83 to 1.0 and
0.95 to 1.0, respectively. This improvement is attributed to the constraint of somersault stricter
than that of the gradient where both features appear in most cartwheel motions. Such an artiﬁcial
decision can be integrated into the rule by simple text editing.
Our rule-based method can also use a motion clip for a retrieval key. Given a query clip, every
retrieval rule is checked if it categorizes the query motion into one of the given class, and the vali-
dated rules are then used for retrieving the similar motion segments. We use the short motion clip
composed of several types of gymnastic movements for the retrieval query. Our system validates
that the query motion clip consists of subsequences categorized as ElbowToKnee and Squat. The
related motion clips are then retrieved from the database using the two corresponding retrieval
rules. This approach enables the retrieval of a semantically similar motion with a large diﬀerence
in appearance. This property can overcome the limitations in existing numerical techniques.
4 Conclusions
This paper has proposed a rule generation technique for motion retrieval using ILP. The clausal
formulation provides a meaningful representation of human motion and its retrieval rules. The
retrieval rules are eﬃciently learned within the ILP framework from a set of manually classiﬁed
training data. The discovered rule is directly edited in the clausal form. By specifying the name
of a motion class, motion segments are eﬃciently retrieved from a large database using the rule
assigned to the motion class with the space windows. Our system also retrieves the motions using
a short motion clip for the retrieval query, which actually uses the retrieval rule associated with
the query clip.
The major limitation of our method is that the retrieval rule can not be incrementally learned.
Another limitation is that our method requires ﬁne adjustment of many numerical parameters.
Furthermore, the manual segmentation of the training motions often aﬀects the retrieval accuracy,
which is a general issue in example-based motion retrieval techniques. These problems could be
alleviated by statistically optimizing the thresholds or using a fuzzy representation in the logical
expression. Our future work also involves the investigation of the adaptive sampling method for
selecting training data essential to rule generation.
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Abstract
Augmented reality (AR) environments are suﬀering from a limited workspace. In addition,
registration issues are also increased by the use of a mobile camera on the user that provides
a ﬁrst-person perspective (1PP). Using several ﬁxed cameras reduces the registration issues
and, depending on their location, the workspace could also be enlarged. In this case of an
extended workspace, it has been shown that third-person perspective (3PP) is sometimes
preferred by the user. Based on the previous hypotheses, we developed a system working
with several ﬁxed cameras that can provide 3PP to a user wearing a video see-through HMD.
Our system uses an “intelligent switch” to propose our “best view” to the user, i.e. avoiding
markers occlusion and taking into account user displacements. We present in this paper, such
a system, its decision algorithm, and the discussion of obtained results that seem to be very
promising within the AR domain.
Keywords: Augmented reality, User context awareness, Third-Person Perspective, Best
view, Video see-through HMD
Introduction
During our augmented reality experiments with a video see-through Head-Mounted Display
(HMD), we always try to provide the best view to the user. As shown in [7], the best per-
spective depends on the performed action: ﬁrst-person perspective (1PP) for manipulations and
third-person perspective (3PP) for moving actions. In order to propose a 3PP to the user, we
need at least a second camera that follows him/her when he/she moves in the environment. More-
over, within the framework of augmented reality, it has been proven that ﬁxed cameras avoid lots
of registration issues [2]. Finally, if there are multiple cameras, occlusion problems can also be
reduced [5].
Based on the previous researches, we propose in this paper a system with several ﬁxed cameras
combined with a mobile one on the user to provide the diﬀerent perspectives to the user who wears
a video see-through HMD. We such a kind of system, we should have better results and provide a
better comfort in almost every simulation with augmented reality. Moreover, working with several
cameras allows us to enlarge the work area to a building (or at least two rooms in this paper).
In order to manage this system, we implemented an “intelligent switch” that chooses the “best
view” depending on the user context (location, movement, performed action, and occlusions).
∗This research has been partially supported by the European Coordination Action: FOCUS K3D
(http://www.focusk3d.eu).
Figure 1: Left: Schema of the cameras (in blue) disposition in the room in order to cover the whole
space (their angle of view is represented by the line in diﬀerent colors). Each camera is coupled
with a picture representing a snapshot of its video ﬂow sent onto the network; Right: Schema of
the system architecture.
Related work
A well-known way to reduce the marker occlusions consists in working with multiple cameras[3].
Indeed, even if the marker is hidden for one camera, the other cameras (due to their strategic
position) should still be able to detect the marker. The second issue, the registration, is one of
the main issues in AR software and may be a source of motion sickness.Notice that it has been
proven in [2] that the use of a ﬁxed camera considerably reduces this lack.
The researches cited above propose a system providing for augmented reality experiments into
a static user working on a very small area like a desktop in indoor, or for a user carrying a camera
outdoor[1]. Unfortunately, in this last case, users are carrying a camera, which is then not at a
ﬁxed location. And as shown above, this induces registration issues.
We will then use several ﬁxed cameras to provide 3PP when the user is moving, and 1PP for
the ﬁne manipulation with a camera coupled on the users’ HMD.
Description of the system
The goal of our system is to provide the “best view” to a user who can move in several rooms
and manipulate objects in augmented reality. Based on previous studies of Salamin et al. [7][6],
we know that these two actions require diﬀerent perspective: third-person perspective (3PP) for
navigation tasks, respectively ﬁrst-person perspective (1PP) while manipulating an object with
the hands. In our case, instead of having a camera that follows the user for the 3PP, we decided
to have multiple ﬁxed cameras. Consequently, the user will not need to matter about collisions of
a cumbersome backpack with wall, ceiling, doors, etc.
As there are multiple cameras, we need a system that will automatically detect which camera
needs to be activated for the user best view. For this simulation, we will work in an area of
two adjacent rooms in which we already put three cameras at strategic positions (see left pic of
Figure 1). Our system (right pic of Figure 1) considers that there are two networks of three cameras
(one network per room). Our system then ﬁrst have to localize the user, i.e. in which room he/she
is currently. Once done, depending on the visibility of the markers and on the displacement of the
user, our system will choose which video stream to provide to the user.
Video clients are linked to a TRUST Webcam (30fps at 1280x1024). They have three tasks to
perform in parallel: acquire webcam video ﬂow with the help of the Digital Signal Video Library
(DSVL) and process it with ARToolKit to detect if there are visible markers; stream via RTP this
JMF-processed video ﬂow onto their network in a continuous way; and connect to the server of
their network to transmit the markers visibility status (ARToolKit).
The servers also have three main tasks to perform: detect and accept all the three video clients
(plus the user) of its network to receive their information about their markers visibility status;
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Figure 2: Left: User fully equipped; Right: Schema deﬁning the switch of perspective in a room.
The states correspond to the active camera (providing the video ﬂow to the user) and the values
on the link between them represent if they “can see” the ARToolKit marker (’1’) or not (’0’).
(Notice that the value ’X’ means that any value can ﬁt)
choose the best video stream to indicate to the user client; and inform user client the video stream
to connect to.
The user client is composed of a notebook (Windows Vista for network tricks with a Wi-Fi
antenna to connect to the network server) linked to a Trust Webcam, an XSens inertial tracker
(user movements), a Wi-Fi USB adapter (user location), and a SONY Glasstron video see-through
HMD (user video feedback).
Here are the main rules of our algorithm(presented in left pic of Figure 2): no movement
detected by the inertial tracker on the user directly leads to choose 1PP anddetected movement
leads to propose 3PP.Notice that there is a preference for a camera located behind the user in
order to avoid “mirror eﬀect” that may introduce biases like the right-left inversions.
Obviously, our system must avoid changing too many times the chosen perspective. Indeed we
hypothesize that each camera change would perturb the user.
Experimentation
We tested our system with 12 naive and voluntary participants (10 males and 2 females). They
were all between 20 and 35 years old. The equipment previously described is shown in right pic
of Figure 2.
Protocol
There are four main steps in the experimentation described in this paper. As written above, our
working space is extended to two rooms. This means that one step will be to move from a room
into the other one.
Another step of this experiment is to stay in a room with no displacement and to turn on
oneself (use of 1PP).
A third step consists in walking in the room (use of a chosen 3PP).
The last step is the manipulation of an augmented object. This action can be performed while
walking or staying, which means a change of perspective (3PP, respectively 1PP).
All the four steps cited above are performed several times in diﬀerent orders during the exper-
imentation. The experimentation usually lasts around twenty minutes.
Questionnaire
Once the experiment performed, we proposed a SUMI-like (Software Usability Measurement In-
ventory) questionnaire [4] to the users. This questionnaire is composed of two parts: user proﬁle
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and software evaluation (50 statements).
Results
Globally, most of users enjoyed the system. Every step was performed by every user, even if some
of them needed more time to adapt to the system. They walk a lot in the rooms looking for
augmented objects and trying the perspectives. We will now ﬁrst present the users’ answers tothe
questionnaire proposed to them after the experiment.
Our adapted SUMI questionnaire was ﬁlled by every participant. Its ﬁrst part, concerning the
users’ proﬁle, reveal us that twenty minutes for training was widely enough all the participants
but one.
The questions of the second part reveal us that our software is very accurate and fast to leave
the perspective current when the augmented object disappears. But it also informs us that the
reconnection to another video ﬂow (couple of seconds) can be very perturbing at the beginning.
Our system was then considered as very attractive and intuitive enough, even if improvements
can be done for a future version.
Conclusion and further works
The obtained results conﬁrm our hypotheses. User comfort does not suﬀer from the changes of
perspective; some of the users even play at forcing the perspective change during the experiment.
Working with an augmented environment larger than a desktop seems to be very promising for
future researches in this domain.
Participants, who already took part to previous 3PP experiments with a camera coupled to a
backpack on their body, especially appreciate the change of perspective that avoids occlusions.
An improvement would be to reduce the time needed for the perspectives switch and improve
the image quality. A solution to this problem would be to send only the video ﬂow chosen by the
system to the access point. This would allow us to send video ﬂows with a higher resolution onto
the network.
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       Abstract
This paper presents a simple model for simulating self-forming lane phenomenon among crowds. This model 
combines the agent-based scheme with CA model to achieve both smooth motion trajectory and real time simulation 
of self-forming lane at the same time. Our model also has an advantage in memory use because our model 
computes crowd density and flow directions, which are two important values for self-forming lane, using big grid 
structure with interpolation technique. The proposed model has been validated through several experiments. 
 
Keywords: Crowd Simulation, Cellular Automata 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In simulating crowds, the most evident collective behavior that crowds show is so-called self-forming lane 
behavior [1][2]. Basically, this phenomenon shows a natural flow of crowds by causing segregation in crowds 
even when they are moving in opposite direction along a path and then forming natural lane by themselves. 
This behavior is quite important because many transportation researches and computer simulations use this 
behavior as a measure to check the accuracy of crowd simulation [2][4][5]. Also, it is important to provide 
collision-free natural flow of crowds even when the density of crowd is pretty high just like the case of real life. 
This paper presents a simple algorithm to simulate the self-forming lane behavior by combining cellular 
automata (CA) with the agent-based scheme [6]. Unlike the traditional CA algorithm where all environments 
and agents move in a discrete space, our algorithm can move the agents with arbitrary speed and directions 
because agents are simulated independently, which results in smooth motion trajectories. Our CA model, on 
the other hand, has a 2D field that contains the regional density of crowds and overall crowd direction 
information in its relatively large grid structure. Because we adopt the 4-way interpolation technique to guess 
the values inside the grid, our model does not require small grid size, which is required for smooth trajectory 
for CA model. This advantage leads to the reduction of memory use significantly. Memory efficiency is 
especially a very important problem for simulating large number of crowds.  Our major contribution is to 
improve the existing CA model with Agent-based technique for better quality of individual agent motion. 
This paper consists of following chapters. Section 2 presents the related work, section 3 explains our algorithm 
in detail, and section 4 shows the experiment and results. Finally, we conclude this paper with discussion in section 
5. 
2. RELATED WORK 
Crowd simulation has drawn a lot of attentions from computer graphics researchers in recent years. Treuille 
et al proposed a dynamic potential field method based on density-dependent velocity terms for modeling the 
“lane formation” in crowds [1]. Essentially, this method models a crowd as a collection of identical particles. 
Therefore, each agent’s personal difference and characteristics are ignored.  
Agent-based systems [3], on the other hand, are able to represent the agent-specific properties easily because 
they simulate each individual independently but it is hard to for them to simulate the aggregate behaviors 
which need fine level of control between agents [3].  
Most currently, several statistical physicists propose pedestrian dynamic models using cellular automata 
theory [2][4][5]. Although those models can simulate aggregate behaviors such as self-forming lane, they have 
drawbacks in motion quality and memory efficiency. That is, complex individual motions are not guaranteed. 
Our method combines the agent-based approach with existing CA model. As a result, agent’s motion 
trajectories are smooth yet produce the realistic aggregate behavior like a self-forming lane.
3. AGENT BASED SCHEME 
In our system, agents update their position and velocity sequentially at each time step [3]. Every individual 
agent has his own property including character size and default speed. Update depends on so-called “driving
force”, , which is a 3D vector that forces the agent to move to a specific direction. The bigger the length of 
the vector, more powerful the driving force is. Determining the driving force should take several factors into 
account; it should consider the avoidance of the collision with static obstacles in the environment as well as 
other moving agents; it should drive the agent to his target position if he has one. In addition, if a path is 
specified to the agent, he should stay on the path as long as possible. In our approach, each factor proposes a 
local driving force vector, and then final driving force is computed by summing up all local driving 
forces: 
 
 
where  is the number of local forces and are weight values.  are computed automatically depending 
on the urgency.  For example, collision avoidance with static or moving obstacles should have a high weight 
value. 
Special care must be taken when we deal with collision between agents. In our approach, the local force for 
collision avoidance is obtained by computing the perpendicular vector against the vector that is a 
multiplication of neighbor agents’ direction (forward) vectors. The neighbor agents can be identified through 
the lattice-bin method. Static obstacles are approximated by 2D circles and we let each circle emit a repulsive 
local driving force depending on the distance from the obstacle, which is a lateral force that turns the agent 
towards edge of the obstacle. The lattice-bin method assumes that entire environment is subdivided into grid 
and each cell contains a list of agents inside. When an agent enters one of the cells, the agent list is updated 
and all existing agents in the list correspond to neighbor agents.  
Once we get the driving force, it is adjusted and truncated by the predefined maximum speed. Afterwards, to 
get the smooth agent movement, our model computes the adjusted acceleration vector through Newton’s law 
first and then interpolates it with the current velocity vector. Finally, agent’s position is obtained through the 
Euler integration method. This results in smooth velocity changes and consequently smooth positional changes.  
Although update rules above produce smooth and realistic agent motion, they are not necessary adequate for 
aggregate behavior such as self-forming lane because they do not consider the inter-agents relationship. The 
required information includes the density and direction of crowd flow. In the next section, we are going to 
introduce a simple method that integrates the CA model with the agent-based model to produce the aggregate 
behaviors as well as to keep the smooth motions. 
4. CA FIELD 
The self-forming lane behavior occurs when agents detect the crowd density and velocity of crowd flow 
ahead and reflect those information when they compute the driving force. In practice, agents should check the 
density of crowd in front of them and decide whether or not they should follow other agents’ direction. For this 
goal, our model use a 2D CA field structure and embeds all required information into four corners of the cell so 
that, when an agent enters one cell, he or she receives the information automatically. This is similar to the 
MAC structure proposed in [1]. The cell structure is represented in Fig 1. The  are the values of 
distance from the agent to the four vertices. 
Fig.1 Cell Structure 
V2 V3
V4V1 
41
2 3
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Essentially, we make four vertices (v1-v4) of the cell have a set of values associated with each cell. The 
values of the vertices are registered and updated when a new agent enters the cell. Two important information 
that each vertex contains are the density of the crowd, d, and the velocity of the flow, f. 
 
 d ଲ R: Density of crowd
 f ଲ R2: Velocity of crowd flow 
 
Since one vertex is in general shared by four cells (north, south, west, and east) except boundary vertices, the 
update of the information of each vertex can happen four times at maximum rate.  
The density of crowd is a real value that is calculated by the following equation: 
 
   
 
 
Intuitively, the density d of the cell is an average value of four vertex density , which is increased and 
decreased as agents enter or exit the cell. Given a real value of single agent’s contribution to the cell, P, when 
one agent enters a cell, four values of  are computed depending on the distance from the agent. So, the 
closer to the vertices the agent is, the bigger value is given to the vertex. Because it may take several time steps 
to cross one cell, the distance from the agent to the four corners is also changing at each time step. Therefore, 
the agent’s contribution to four corners is changing while the agent stays in the cell.  
Because our goal is to attract following agents to form a lane, we keep m number of previously visited cells 
in agent history, and also compute the density value of those cells with difference P value, which is decaying 
from 1 to 0.01 with rate r. This process leaves a sort of “trace” behind the agent, which provides information 
such as density change over the short period of time. Because P is gradually decreased, the influence of an 
agent to the density of cells he has already visited is also gradually decreased. 
On the other hand, the crowd flow vector is a 2D vector representing the velocity of crowd at a particular 
region of the environment. This value is also need to be registered in the grid structure in almost same way as 
crowd density. When an agent enters a cell, his current velocity ( ) is decomposed into four little vectors 
( ) whose length depends on the distance between the agent and the corner ( ). Then, the final crowd 
flow vector (f) is obtained by averaging four vectors. 
 
 
5. SIMULATING SELF-FORMING LANE 
Based on the density of crowd and crowd flow velocity, crowd computes a new local driving force, , and 
add this on the final driving force . One important point is that crowd forms a lane only when the crowd flow 
velocity is relatively big due to the high density of crowd [1]. This makes sense because people do not tend to 
join a crowd flow when there are only a small number of people. Our model has a predefined threshold density 
value T to decide whether or not to turn the crowd flow velocity into local driving force. If the crowd density is 
bigger than T, then the crowd flow velocity is treated as a driving force and added to the final driving force . 
Otherwise, it is discarded at the time step. 
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6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT 
We have tested our model on the following situation: we first create 50 agents and then divide them into two 
groups. Two groups are separated in distant locations and all members of a group have a target position in the 
other side of the group, which makes both groups cross in the middle (Fig 2). As we can see in Fig 2, crowds 
predict the collisions ahead first (2) and then check the density of crowd, and, separated from their group (3), 
start to form lanes by themselves (4). This results in “no stuck” among the crowds, which produces the natural 
crowd flow. 
 
(1)  (2) (3)
 
(4)  (5) (6)
Fig.2 Snapshots of self-forming lane phenomenon 
7. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents a simple and efficient algorithm for simulating self-forming lane phenomenon in real 
time. Our model combines the agent based approach with CA model to produce the smooth trajectory of agents 
as well as simulating the realistic lane formation in real time. Our future work focuses on implementing the 
human motion data to the agent trajectory. 
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       Abstract 
Simulating human skin deformation has wide application in the areas of computer graphics. Nowadays, human 
biomechanics are usually determined by the marker-based motion capture system. Nevertheless, it is known that 
the computation of human biomechanics is significantly affected by the displacement of the markers due to the 
skin artifacts. In order to obtain the prior skin parameters for the accurate deformation of the skin layer, we 
propose to quantify the skin movement artifacts in terms of the probability density using a set of skin markers. 
We demonstrate our works by measuring the skin artifacts of the lower limb of the human body. In order to 
estimate the skin artifacts, a set of skin markers was attached to the thigh. The least-square minimization was 
adopted to determine the rigid motion of the thigh segment. The determined motion of the thigh was then used to 
estimate the position of the markers at the bony landmarks. The displacement of the markers was computed by 
the distance between the measured and the estimated markers. We estimate the skin artifacts at the thigh during 
walking motion. It was found that the skin artifacts can be reasonably approximated with a Gaussian function. 
Keywords: skin artifacts, motion capture system, probability density function, root means square displacement. 
1 INTRODUCTION
Simulating human skin deformation has wide application in the areas of computer graphics. Nowadays, 
geometry based and physics based approaches are adopted to simulate the human skin deformation. Geometry 
based approaches such as free-form deformation (FFD) [1], [2] employs purely geometric techniques to model 
deformation. These approaches provide flexibility to for the users to control the deformation. However, it relies 
on the skill of the users for accurate simulation of the model. Recently, physics based approaches are becoming 
more popular. The most popular one is the mass-spring system [3], [4] because of its simplicity and capability to 
achieve real-time performance. Another approach to simulate human skin deformation is the finite element 
method (FEM) [5]. Despite numerous approaches have been proposed to simulate the skin deformation, the 
methods are still difficult to model skin deformation to be applied in biomedical applications because prior 
information are usually required for determining the deformation of the skin layers. 
In this article, we propose to obtain the prior information of the human skin artifacts by using the skin 
markers. The magnitude of the skin artifacts is quantified in terms of the probability density measured by a 
cluster of skin markers. The proposed technique makes use of a set of skin markers to estimate the motions of 
the rigid segments. The least-square minimization is adopted to determine the motions of the rigid segments. The 
position of the markers was estimated based on the computed motions of each segment. Then, the displacement 
of the markers is computed by determining the distance between measured and estimated markers. We 
demonstrated our experiment results with walking motion. 
2 METHOD
The proposed method determines the amount of displacement of the markers at the bony landmarks in two 
stages. The transformation between the first and the subsequent frames is firstly determined by the least-square 
minimization technique. The determined transformation is used to estimate the position of the markers at the 
bony landmarks. Then, the displacement of the markers is determined by the distance between the estimated and 
measured markers. A computer program developed using the Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.) was adopted for 
computations. 
A subject age 30 years old, 63 kg and 182 cm height was participated in this test. In our experiment, 7 
markers were attached to the thigh. In which, 3 markers were attached to the bony landmarks including lateral 
epicondyle, medial epicondyle and greater trochanter. The rest of the markers were evenly distributed at the 
thigh segment. The 3D coordinates of each reflective marker was captured using the motion analysis system 
(Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa, USA). The system consisted of 8 cameras connected to a controlling computer. 
The capturing frequency was 120 Hz. The cameras were firstly calibrated before capturing the human dynamic 
motions. The trajectories of each reflective marker were the output of the system. 
2.1 ESTIMATING THE POSITION OF THE MARKERS AT THE BONY LANDMARKS
Suppose a set of N reflective markers (N > 3) is evenly attached to the skin of a rigid segment of the human body. 
The marker set includes the markers at the bony landmarks that we are going to estimate. The number of makers 
at the bony landmarks bN  is less than the total number of reflective markers at the segment, such that  
bNN  . The estimated rotation matrix R and translation vector t of the marker set between the 1st and the jth
frame is firstly determined by minimizing the typical least-square equation [6, 7]. 
Let  jNj byy ,...,1  be the three-dimensional (3D) position of the markers at the bony landmark at the jth frame of 
the motion sequence. The estimated 3D position of the kth marker at the bony landmark at the jth frame, jky  is 
computed by 
tRyy  jk
j
k .             (1) 
2.2 COMPUTING THE SKIN ARTIFACTS
Denote the position vector of the kth estimated and measured marker at the bony landmark as 
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y  respectively. The displacement of the kth marker in the x-, y- and z-directions at the jth frame 
between the estimated and the measured markers at the bony landmark is computed by 
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Then, the magnitude of the displacement of the kth marker due to the skin artifacts is determined by the norm of e
The root mean square displacement (RMSD) of the markers at the bony landmark are computed by 
b
N
i
i
N
e
b

 0
2
RMSD .            (3) 
3 RESULTS
We demonstrated our method by estimating the displacement of the markers at the lower extremity in a walking 
cycle. Figure 1 illustrates the displacement of the markers at the bony landmark in the x-, y- and z-directions in 
terms of the probability density in a walking cycle. It was found that the maximum magnitudes of the markers 
displacement including greater trochanter, lateral epicondyle, medial epicondyle were 7.99 mm, 11.83 mm and 
12.43 mm respectively. The RMSD of the markers were 5.12 mm, 7.11 mm and 6.05 mm respectively. The 
average maximum displacement in the thigh was 10.75 mm. 
Table 1: The maximum displacement and the RMSD of the markers at the thigh (greater trochanter: GT, lateral 
epicondyle: LE, medial epicondyle: ME) and shank (lateral tibial plateau: LTP, medial tibial plateau: MTP, 
lateral maleoli: LM, medial maleoli: MM) during walking. All values are in millimetres (mm). 
  Max. displacement (mm) RMSD (mm) 
Thigh GT 7.99 5.12 
LE 11.83 7.11 
ME 12.43 6.05 
Figure 1: The probability density of the markers displacement during walking 
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In order to obtain the prior information of the human skin artifacts for realistic skin deformation, a method that 
estimates the displacement of the markers due to the skin artifacts during walking has been presented. The 
method makes use of the skin markers instead of the bony markers as proposed in most of the literatures [8, 9] to 
estimate the skin artifacts. The setup of the experiment of the proposed method is simple and easy for 
implementation. 
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The propose method was validated by comparing with the results of a number of existing works [10, 11, 12]. 
Our results have indicated that the displacement of the markers due to the skin artifacts was approximately 
Gaussianly distributed. As illustrated in [12], the maximum magnitude of displacement was 10 mm and 6 mm 
respectively with up to 60 degrees of knee angle during a walking motion. The results agreed with our 
experimental results. In addition, the RMSD and the displacement of the markers at each bony landmark 
including the greater trochanter, lateral epicondyle, lateral malleolus etc. have been compared with the figures in 
[13] showing similar experiment results. In spite of our results the prior information of skin deformation have 
been compared with the results in the published articles, the results of the skin artifacts have not been applied in 
simulating the deformation of the skin artifacts. In the future, the measured skin artifacts should be applied to 
simulate the deformation of the skin layers towards an accuracy that can be applied in various biomedical 
applications. 
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Abstract
Displaying facial motions such as crying or laughing is diﬃcult to achieve in real-time simula-
tions and games. Not only because of the complicated simulation of the physical characteristics
such as muscle motions or ﬂuid simulations, but also because one needs to know how to control
these motions on a higher level. In this paper, we propose a method for simulating realistic
tears in real-time. The tear simulation is based on the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
technique, which we optimized for real-time tear generation and control. Additionally, our
method works independently of the graphics and physics engines that are used.
Keywords: Fluid simulation, animation, emotion, virtual character
1 Introduction
Virtual characters in games and simulations are becoming more realistic, not only through more
detailed geometry but also because of better animations. Due to motion capturing and automatic
blending methods, both facial and body motions can be displayed convincingly. One of the main
goals of using virtual characters in 3D environments is to make an aﬀective connection with the
user. An important aspect of establishing this connection between the virtual character and
the user is by using emotions. Virtual characters are already capable of displaying a variety
of emotions, either by employing diﬀerent body motion styles (Egges and Magnenat-Thalmann,
2005) or facial expressions (Garchery and Magnenat-Thalmann, 2001). However, the range of
emotions for virtual characters is still quite limited. For instance, more extreme expressions such
as laughing out loud, screaming in anger, or crying are rarely seen in games. The absence of these
extreme expressions results in a less emotionally involving experience, as opposed to movies, where
such expressions are used regularly to entice the viewer. In this paper, we propose a system for
automatically generating and displaying crying motions in real-time. We achieve this by using a
real-time ﬂuid simulation method, which we optimized for crying synthesis.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will discuss related research. Sec-
tion 3 describes our real-time crying simulation method. Then, some results of our approach are
shown in Section 4. Finally, we present our conclusions and recommendations for future work.
2 Related Work
In order to accurately reproduce crying motions for virtual characters, we ﬁrst need to determine
what the phenomena of crying are and when crying occurs. There have been several studies that
investigate why people cry, and these have been summarized by Vingerhoets et al. (2000). In
particular, we would like to mention Borgquist (1906) who did a study among students, which
pointed out three mood states in which crying occurs: anger, grief or sadness, and joy. He also
pointed out accompanying physical states such as fatigue, stress and pain. Other phenomena
include an increased heart rate and ﬂow of blood to the head, as researched by Ax (1952).
∗This research has been supported by the GATE project, funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientiﬁc
Research (NWO) and the Netherlands ICT Research and Innovation Authority (ICT Regie).
A major drawback of any existing facial animation engine is that they only allow for geometrical
deformation of a face mesh (Garchery and Magnenat-Thalmann, 2001). For displaying a crying
motion, a more elaborate animation model is required, involving a physical simulation of ﬂuids.
Fluid simulation can be done in diﬀerent ways, the most common approaches are grid-based
(Eulerian) and particle-based methods. Grid-based simulations (Chen et al., 1997) use a grid
of points connected by springs. For each point at each time step, the next position is calculated
using Euler integration. Grid based simulations for liquids usually involve Navier-Stokes equations
to calculate the momentum of the ﬂuid, and need additional formulas to conserve the mass and
energy of the system. These computations can be quite complex. Additionally, the grid-based
approach is not suitable for simulating drops of water, since multiple meshes are required.
The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) approach (Monaghan, 1992) uses particles with
a ﬁxed mass. Each particle represents a volume, which is calculated by dividing the mass by the
density of the particle. SPH is a very general method which can be used for any application where
ﬁeld quantities have to be calculated. Mu¨ller et al. (2003) proposed a method where he applies
SPH to ﬂuid simulation. While the physical ﬂuid behavior is simulated by the particle system,
the visualization step is generally done by applying a point-splatting technique (Zwicker et al.,
2001) or a marching cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987). SPH is a suitable approach for
simulating smaller bodies of water (such as drops or tears). However, a challenge lies in integrating
this method into a facial animation engine, in a way that allows an animator to control the ﬂuid
behavior as a part of the facial animation. Also, existing visualization techniques do not take
interaction with the skin into account. Finally, real-time performance is a requirement for such
an integrated system.
In the next section, we will propose a novel SPH approach, optimized for the simulation of
crying motions. Our tear simulation technique takes the skin into account by deﬁning an additional
skin adhesion force. Furthermore, we propose a realistic tear trail synthesizer for visualizing the
interaction between tears and the skin.
3 Real-time Crying Simulation
In this section, we will present our SPH-based real-time crying engine. First we will discuss the
generic SPH approach and our added extensions. Next, we will discuss the visualization of the
ﬂuid. Finally, we show a simple method for simulating the trail of a teardrop.
3.1 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
The SPH method (Mu¨ller et al., 2003) consists of a few basic steps to be executed for each frame.
First, the densities of the particles need to be calculated based on their current position. Then, the
pressure and viscosity forces of the Navier-Stokes equations have to be calculated for each particle.
An additional surface tension force is deﬁned for better ﬂuid stability. Finally the external forces
are applied to the particles. Originally, these consist of a gravity force and a collision force. A
problem with this approach is that it works best with a large number of particles, which puts a
strain on the real-time requirement of the ﬂuid simulation. Furthermore, the method does not
take friction into account. We have addressed this issue by deﬁning a skin adhesion force for
the particles that are in contact with the surface. The direction of this force is in the opposite
direction of the normal of the surface (thereby attracting the particles to the surface), and its size
is dependent on the surface volume:
fadhesioni = −α
ns
ρi
.
where ns is the normal of the surface and α is a coeﬃcient which determines how ‘sticky’ the ﬂuid
is.
3.2 Mesh generation
In the previous section we discussed how the physical behavior of tears are simulated using the
SPH method, extended with a skin adhesion force. The second step is to visualize the ﬂuid by
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generating a mesh. Based on the location of the particles, a scalar ﬁeld is deﬁned to estimate
the surface and the normal of the simulated ﬂuid. Following Mu¨ller et al. (2003), we will call
this scalar ﬁeld the color ﬁeld in the remainder of this paper. The color ﬁeld is then visualized
using a mesh generation algorithm, such as marching cubes Lorensen and Cline (1987) or point-
splatting Zwicker et al. (2001). The point splatting technique is more eﬃcient than the marching
cubes approach, but it requires an extension of the renderer. In order to provide an implementation
that is independent of the rendering engine, we have opted to use the marching cubes algorithm
for visualizing the isosurface of the ﬂuid. This algorithm traverses the scalar ﬁeld through a grid.
At each point on this grid, the algorithm samples 8 neighboring locations, forming an imaginary
cube, then moves to the next ‘cube’ on the grid. Each of the points on a cube has a value in the
scalar ﬁeld. The isosurface is determined by an iso-value. If the value of a point is higher than the
iso-value it is inside the surface, otherwise it is outside the surface. So a cube can be fully inside
the surface, if all the points have a higher value than the iso-value, fully outside it, or partially
inside it. Through rotations and reﬂections there are only 15 unique polygon conﬁgurations for a
cube Lorensen and Cline (1987), formed by the points determined by the iso-values. The next step
is calculating the correct normals for each polygon. Since the mesh is created for the isosurface of
the smoothed color ﬁeld cs, we can use the gradient of the smoothed color ﬁeld at the location of
the vertices as the normal. By traversing the grid and creating the right polygons and normal for
each cube a mesh is generated that resembles the isosurface.
3.3 Fluid trail synthesis
In real life, a water drop leaves a trail as it slides down a surface. This is partly because of the
adhesive force. Water molecules stick to the surface, decreasing the volume of the drop. We have
developed a method that simulates the trail and the decreasing volume of a tear. Every step, we
identify the diﬀerent tear drops and which particles are part of which drop. For each drop, we
identify the left-most en right-most position. We also take the middle point of those two. We will
call those the boundaries of the teardrop. The middle point is elevated a small amount in the
direction of the normal of the skin and the left and right are moved in the opposite direction. With
these three points, their normals and those points and their normals from the previous frame, we
create four triangles, which simulate a small part of the trail. First, at every frame, we compute
the new boundaries of the tear. We store the boundaries of this tear only if the distance d between
the current and previously stored center is larger than a user-set value dmin. This ensures a limited
number of triangles to be created. A result of a drop leaving a wet trail, is that it reduces in size
because of the water molecules that cling to the surface. In order to simulate this behaviour, we
alter the mass of the particles in the drop, based on how far the drop has traveled over the surface.
4 Results
We ran our simulation on a Pentium 4 Duo CPU 2.66 Ghz with 4 Gb RAM. We generated tears
consisting of 100 particles and achieved an average frame rate of 36 fps (see Figure 1). For each
eye, a particle source is deﬁned. The position of these sources can be modiﬁed, to allow for tears
ﬂowing from either the middle or the side of the eye.
5 Conclusions
We have presented a real-time crying simulation framework, by using an extended SPH approach,
optimized for crying ﬂuid simulation. Our framework integrates with an existing facial animation
system, and it is independent of the renderer and physics engine that is used. The shape of the
ﬂuid and the material used create a convincing simulation of tears. By adding a skin adhesion
force, the motion of the tear neatly follows the skin without falling oﬀ. Finally, the addition of a
wet trail greatly improves the realism of the tear.
Although we have set the ﬁrst steps in the direction of creating a more expressive face, a lot
of work still needs to be done. In this paper we have mainly focused on generating ﬂuids to
simulate tears, but our current method for simulation tear-skin interaction is limited. Second,
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Figure 1: A few frames from a tear rolling over the character’s face. Both the ﬂuid and trail are
clearly visible. Also note the reduction in tear volume over time.
extreme expressions such as laughing and crying are diﬃcult to simulate convincingly without
properly modeling muscle motions. In the future, we are going to look at what muscle motions are
important in crying and laughing animations in order to improve our simulation, while retaining
the real-time constraint.
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Abstract
In this study, we design an adaptive behavioral model for a dynamic virtual environment. We
model the dynamic environment with behavior maps which are constructed with information
theory quantities. These maps are capable of capturing the dynamic nature of the environment
by changing temporally and spatially. Subsequent to building this model, agents’ responses to
these maps are represented with a set of formulations. In our test studies, we have observed
that our model successfully produces realistic and diverse behaviors by incorporating eﬀects
of the environment.
Keywords: crowd simulation, information theory, behavioral modeling
1 Introduction
Realistic behavior of agents in crowd simulations is still a challenging problem due to the number
of factors determining agents’ behavior which are not easy to represent mathematically. In agent-
based behavioral models, an agent responds to other agents and events using static and predeﬁned
behavior rules, whatever the environment conditions are. However, dynamic conditions which are
inherent in the environment greatly eﬀect an agents’ behavior and existing models are not capable
of adapting themselves to these conditions.
In order to model the eﬀects of the crowd on agents, we need a quantiﬁcation to represent the
activities of the crowd and model the eﬀects of the crowd on individual agents. A good model has to
be adaptive to changes in the dynamics of the crowd both spatially and temporally. In our model,
we develop behavior maps which convey information on probabilistic and statistical properties of
agents’ activities. Information theory quantities, i.e. information entropy and Kullback-Leibler
divergence are used to produce behavior maps. As behavior maps are updated spatially and
temporally; agents adaptively respond to their environment with the contribution of these maps.
This contribution is represented with numerical entities and agents’ responses are calculated with
a set of formulations.
2 Related Work
There have been many studies on agent-based crowd models to create human-like behaviors. Sem-
inal works of Reynolds used behavioral models considering local rules to create emergent ﬂocking
(Reynolds, 1987) behaviors. Pelechano et al. (2007) created an improved model by using psycho-
logical and geometrical rules with a social and physical forces model. There are studies which
model the virtual environment as maps to guide agents’ behaviors. Shao and Terzopoulos (2007)
modeled the environment with topological, perception and path maps to generate autonomous
agents.
3 Behavior Maps
A behavior map spans over the virtual environment, and records all the agents’ activities. This
map, B, is a 2D grid, consisting of w rows and h columns. Physical properties of an agent,
ai, can be described as ai = {u,v : u,v ∈ R2} where u deﬁnes the position and v deﬁnes the
velocity. The activity of an agent is described by its position, the direction and the magnitude of
its velocity. Activities of an agent is mapped to the corresponding cell in B. We compute behavior
maps by using probabilistic analysis methods incorporating quantities from information theory.
Information entropy from information theory ﬁeld (Shannon, 1948) provides an insight about how
likely a system produces varied outcomes. Namely, it is a measure of uncertainty of a random
variable. The other concept we have utilized is Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) (Kullback, 1997)
which is a non-symmetric metric expressing the diﬀerence between two probability distributions.
Figure 1 displays behavior map construction.
We need to have probability mass functions (pmf) regarding to the activities in the scene to make
use of information theory quantities. The ﬁrst pmf, Pˆv, deﬁnes the velocity direction distribution.
Consider an agent with normalized velocity ˆv, then this vector is added as a sample to one of the
n bins of Pˆv, where the value of n eﬀects quantization resolution. The second pmf, P‖v‖, deﬁnes
the velocity magnitude distribution. Agents’ speed is quantized into m categories and speed of an
agent is added as a sample to one of these categories.
3.1 Entropy Map
Entropy values represent behavioral patterns of the crowd. Entropy values denote whether agents
move independently or in a pattern. To build the entropy map, E, we begin by considering a
random variable, Xi,j (i,j indicating location on E), drawn according to pmf (P
(t−nΔt)→t
v )i,j .
Then, E can be deﬁned as;
Et = {H(Xi,j) ; 0 ≤ i < w, 0 ≤ j < h} (1)
, where H(Xi,j) is the entropy of Xi,j .
3.2 Expectance Map
In order to quantize the expectance of the current activities on the scene, we compare the current
probability distribution on the scene with Pv. We employ Kullback-Leibler divergence to compute
the diﬀerence between two probability distributions. KL calculations are called as expectance
maps. Let P tv deﬁne the current probability distribution of the crowd, and P
(t−nΔt)→(t−Δt)
v
deﬁne the cumulative distribution of activities, expectance map KL is deﬁned as;
KLt = {(D(P (t−nΔt)→(t−Δt)v ‖P tv ))i,j ; 0 ≤ i < w, 0 ≤ j < h} (2)
A high KL value represents that current activities taking place at that location can be regarded
as surprising, while in areas with lower KL values, the current status of the crowd is as expected.
4 Response to Behavior Maps
In our crowd simulation engine, agents have internal properties called behavioral constants and
behavioral state. Behavioral constants can be regarded as personality attributes of an agent and
behavioral state determines at what level behavioral constants eﬀect agent’s behavior. Throughout
the simulation, behavioral state is altered adaptively by behavior maps. These two properties
modify agents’ responses through certain formulations.
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Figure 1: Behavior map construction.
To display diversity in agents’ behaviors, we incorporate composite agents into our model.
A composite agent is a special agent equipped with a proxy agent, ri, to model a number of
emergent behaviors realistically (Hengchin et al., 2008). Deﬁnition of an agent has to include
internal properties, in addition to the physical properties. Deﬁnition of an agent ai is extended
as:
ai = {type, u,v,vp, d, s, ri, δ, 〈f1, .., fn〉 , β : vp ∈ R2; fn, β, d, s ∈ [0, 1]} (3)
These parameters are: 1) type: Indicates whether an agent is composite agent or proxy agent. 2)
vp: Indicates the velocity an agent prefers to move. 3) d: Distance to set between ri[u] and u.
The longer the distance, the further ai can proceed with less collisions. 4) s: Size of the area ri
occupies 5) δ: Indicates the range in which an agent considers possible collisions. 6) fn: Indicates
a behavior constant. Each constant can be utilized to mimic certain personality attributes. 7) β:
Indicates the behavior map value.
Agents’ responses to behavior maps are formulated as;
ai[β] = kBi,j ; f
′
0 = βf0; f
′
1 = β(1− f0)
ai[vp] = ̂(vop + f
′
1vb)f
′
0m0 (4)
ai[d] = f
′
0d0 ; ai[s] = f
′
0s0; ai[δ] = 1/βδ0
f
′
0 value modiﬁes the proxy agent ri, as f
′
0 gets higher, d and s values are ampliﬁed. f
′
0 value also
increases the speed of an agent in areas with high B value. f
′
1 value, on the other hand, ampliﬁes
the deviation from optimal velocity vop. The ﬁnal response is the change in δ value that is inversely
proportional to β values.
5 Results & Test Cases
We tested our methods through a number of scenarios. Our test environment is built on top of the
modiﬁed version of multi-agent simulation system called RVO proposed by Van Den Berg et al.
(2008). We create a crowd containing 200 agents. Crowd contains three groups of agents with
speciﬁc behavioral constants. First of these groups constitutes of 20 agents with high f0 and low
f1 values which can be considered either as aggressive agents. Second of these groups contain 20
agents with low f0 and high f1 values which can be considered as calm agents. The last group
consist of 160 standard agents which do not display any adaptive behavior. Figure 2 displays
snapshots from test scenarios.
In our tests with entropy maps, aggressive agents move directly to their goal, as their preferred
velocity is not eﬀected from higher β values. However, in areas with lower entropy all the agents
behave identical and do not search for a more “safe” (collision-free) velocity in areas with low
entropy, where δ values are lowered by β. In simulations that are run with KL maps; aggressive
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Figure 2: Screenshot from our test environment.
agents clear their way aggressively and move directly to their goal in areas with high KL value.
On the other hand, agents in the second group behave unexpectedly and this response mimics
panicking behavior when an unexpected event happens. To address the general case for a dynamic
virtual environment, we combined all three models into a single one. We calculate a weighted
average response by adjusting the contribution of each behavior map.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive behavioral model for crowd simulations. Our model
incorporates the dynamics of a virtual environment through building an analytical model of crowd’s
activities and formulates agents’ responses. We ran our model over a number of scenarios and
observed that agents’ behaviors are adaptively altered under certain environmental conditions.
Results show that our methods add complexity and diversity in agents’ behaviors, thus improve
realism. These methods can be integrated into either scripted behavioral models to increase their
behavioral variation or autonomous agent systems to improve their realism.
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Abstract
We present a complete framework for animation of Reactive Virtual Humans that oﬀers
a mixed animation paradigm: control of diﬀerent body parts switches between keyframe
animation, procedural animation and physical simulation, depending on the requirements of
the moment. This framework implements novel techniques to support real-time continuous
interaction. It is demonstrated on our interactive Virtual Conductor.
Keywords: Virtual Humans, Interactivity, Gesture Generation, Conducting Motion
Figure 1: The Virtual Conductor, Photo: Henk Postma, Stenden Hogeschool
1 Introduction
Virtual Humans (VHs) often interact with users using a combination of speech with gestures in
a conversational setting. They tend to be developed using a turn-based interaction paradigm in
which the interlocutor and the VH take turns to talk (Thiebaux et al., 2008). If the interaction
capabilities of VHs are to become more human-like and they are to function in social settings, their
design should shift from this turn-based paradigm to one of continuous interaction in which all
partners in an interaction perceive each other and express themselves continuously and in parallel
(Nijholt et al., 2008). We present in this paper the design and implementation of a framework for
building Reactive Virtual Humans (RVHs) that are capable of exhibiting this kind of continuous
interaction. Continuous interaction needs an immediate adaptation to external events (in the
environment and from the user). This requires re-timing of already planned behavior to match
with these events, and re-planning or re-scheduling of the planned behavior on short notice.
In our previous work we have introduced mixed paradigm animation using procedural motion
on selected body parts and physical simulation on the remaining body parts (van Welbergen et al.,
2009), which allows us to combine the physical integrity of physical simulation with the precision of
procedural animation. In this paper we show the applicability of physical simulation for secondary
motion, that is, motion such as balancing or eye blinking that one wants the VH to display, but
does not want to have to specify in detail. We present the implementation of switches between
physical or kinematic control of motion on diﬀerent joints, depending on the focus of the animation
task at any moment.
We explain the design and implementation of the architecture using our implementation of a
Virtual Conductor (Reidsma et al., 2008) that can interactively conduct an ensemble of human
musicians, listen to the music they play, and reactively adapt its conducting behavior and the
timing thereof when the musicians need to be corrected (See Figure 1).
2 Architecture of Our Animation Framework
We base our architecture (Figure 2) on the SAIBA Framework (Kopp et al., 2006), which contains
a three-stage process: communicative intent planning, multi modal behavior planning, resulting
in a BML stream, and behavior realization of this stream. Our architecture encompasses the
behavior planning and realization stages. A feedback loop between these two stages allows ﬂexible
(re)planning of behavior. We zoom in on our implementation for the planning and realization of
animation of our system (see (Nijholt et al., 2008) for its initial design).
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Figure 2: Architecture
The realization stage starts with a speciﬁcation, in a BML stream, of a set of ’behaviors’
on diﬀerent modalities, synchronized to each other and possibly to predicted/anticipated world
events. For example: the BML stream could specify that the timing of conducting gestures is
initially determined by synchronization points derived from the tempo indications in the music
score. Interaction with the world is achieved through Anticipators. An Anticipator is a module
that takes as input perceptions of events in the real world, extrapolates them into predictions of the
timing of future events, and uses these predictions to update the timestamps of synchronization
points. The conducting anticipator, for example, sets – and dynamically updates – the exact
timing with which the conducting beats should actually be executed, making use of the score
of the piece (intended tempo), the detected tempo of the music played by the musicians and
knowledge on how to make musicians play on time (Reidsma et al., 2008). BMLT, our extension
of BML, allows the speciﬁcation of alignment to events from an Anticipator.
2.1 The Organization of Motion
We organize motion in motion units. A motion unit has a predeﬁned function (for instance: a
3-beat conducting gesture, a walk cycle) and acts on a selected set of joints. A set of parameters
can be used to adapt the motion unit (for instance: amplitude for the conducting motion unit, or
desired pelvis height and joint stiﬀness for a physical balancing motion unit). Motion units contain
one or more motion phases, separated by keys. Each key is assigned a predeﬁned canonical time
value 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 that indicates where it is located within the motion unit. Given the current set
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of parameter values and some canonical time 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, a motion unit can be executed, typically
by rotating some joints of the RVH.
Procedural motion units rotate joints over time as speciﬁed by mathematical expressions that
take α as well as a vector a ∈ n as parameters. These expressions can be used to directly steer
Euler angles components of joint rotation, to position the root or to position the wrists and ankles
using analytical inverse kinematics. The parameter values a can be changed in real time, changing
the motion shape or timing. All mathematical expressions are evaluated using the Java Math
Expression Parser.1 Arbitrary custom function macros can be designed. We deﬁned such macros
for hermite splines, TCB splines (Howe et al., 2006) and perlin noise. Our design allows arbitrary
mathematical formulas and parameter sets to be used for motion speciﬁcation and is therefore
more ﬂexible than, but still compatible with traditional procedural animations models that deﬁne
motion in terms of splines or other predeﬁned motion formulas and use ﬁxed parameter sets (Chi
et al., 2000; Howe et al., 2006). In our work, keyframe animation is regarded as a specialized
procedural motion unit.
Secondary motion units, such as eye blinking or balancing, are activated activated using the
BML stream. Secondary physical motion units are executed by physical controllers. We have im-
plemented several balancing controllers, that oﬀer diﬀerent trade-oﬀs between balancing stability
and movement naturalness (van Welbergen et al., 2009). Our pose controllers loosely keep body
parts in their desired position, while still being eﬀected by the forces on the body. Controllers
use techniques from control theory to steer the VH’s ’muscles’ in real time. The input to such a
controller is the desired value of the RVH’s state, for example desired joint rotations or the desired
position of the VH’s center of mass (CoM). Such controllers can, to a certain extent, cope with
external perturbation and move the body using Newtonian dynamics, taking friction, gravity, and
collisions into account.
Transition motion units are used to automatically create movement from the pose at which
they are activated to a predeﬁned pose. Currently this is done using a simple slerp interpolation.
2.2 Motion Planning, Re-planning and Execution
The animation planner creates instances of motion units (called timed motion units) and inserts
them in the Animation Plan, as speciﬁed by the scheduler. Timed procedural motion units are
instantiated from a gesture repository. Secondary motions are enabled and disabled as prescribed
by the BML stream.
We infer the continuously changing mix of kinematically and physically steered joints from the
active procedural motion units and secondary motions. A switch from kinematical to physical
control on a body part is implemented by setting up the appropriate physical representation
and applying the current velocity and position to the matching body parts in the new physical
representation. A switch from the physical to kinematic control simply removes the physical
representation of the body part from the physical body of the RVH. For example, when the
conductor just indicates the beat, he conducts with his right hand lets the left hand hang down
loosely. This is implemented using a physical representation of the lower body and left arm,
steered by respectively a balancing controller and a pose controller. The right arm is steered by
a procedural conducting animation. To use the left arm for an expressive conducting gesture,
we disable the pose controller and plan the expressive gesture as a procedural motion. This
automatically executes a switch, removing the physical representation of the left arm from the
physical body.
The keys of the timed motion units are linked to the synchronization points in the realizer, as
speciﬁed in the BML. Synchronization between keys in diﬀerent timed motion units is achieved
by linking them to the same synchronization point.
The Anticipator notiﬁes the Scheduler whenever its predictions change, and updates the syn-
chronization points within the Realizer. Many of such updates are minor and do not require a
change in the Animation Plan. Since the keys of timed motion units are symbolically linked to
1Singular Systems, http://sourceforge.net/projects/jep/
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the synchronization points, the timing update is handled automatically. More signiﬁcant predic-
tion updates might require an update of the Animation Plan, which is handled by the Animation
Planner and the Scheduler. Such an update typically involves re-timing of behavior on several
modalities to generate a more natural behavior execution plan, as suggested in Nijholt et al. (2008).
If the Scheduler can not generate a (multi modal) execution plan that satisﬁes the new time pre-
dictions, the Scheduler omits the behaviors that cannot be executed and notiﬁes the Behavior
Planner. It is then up to the Behavior Planner to update the behavior plan.
The animation player executes the active timed procedural motion units. The generated motion
is then combined with the currently enabled secondary motions, using our system that mixes
motion on physically steered body parts with (procedural) motion on kinematically controlled
body parts, taking the forces generated by the kinematically steered joints into account (van
Welbergen et al., 2009).
3 Results and Discussion
We presented a complete framework for animation of Reactive Virtual Humans that implements
novel techniques to support tightly synchronized real-time continuous interaction using a mixed
animation paradigm that switches the control of diﬀerent body parts between procedural animation
and physical simulation, depending on the requirements of the moment. The system oﬀers an
adjustable balance between ease-of-use and ﬂexibility by allowing motion speciﬁcation through
both high level behavioral primitives and (at the same time) a detailed speciﬁcation on those
aspects for which the user needs it. Some demonstration movies of our mixed paradigm animation
and procedural motion system can be found online.2
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Abstract
We introduce a novel parameterization of facial expressions by using elastic surface model. The elastic
surface model has been used as a deformation tool especially for nonrigid organic objects. The parameter
of expressions is retrieved from existing reference face models. The obtained parameter can be applied
on target face models dissimilar to the source model to make similar expressions. The parameterization
can be easily adapted to facial animation by shape blending and also can be used for realtime key-framed
facial animation system.
Keywords: facial animation, facial parameterization, expression cloning
1 INTRODUCTION
Mesh deformation plays a central role in computer modeling and animation. Animators sculpt facial ex-
pressions and stylized body shapes. Despite the tremendous amount of artistry, skill and time dedicated to
crafting deformations, there are few techniques to help with reuse.
Expression cloning (Yong and Ulrich, 2001) reuses the dense 3D motion vectors of the source model
to create similar animations on a new target model. Animation of completely new characters can be based
on existing libraries of high-quality animations created for many different models. In (W.Summer and
Popovic, 2004), deformation of a source mesh is transfered to a target mesh through the correspondence
map between the two models by solving an optimization problem. In this paper, a novel parameterization
of facial expressions is introduced. The parameters can be learned from existing reference face models or
created from scratch. The obtained parameters can be applied on target face models dissimilar to the source
model to generate similar expressions on them
2 ELASTIC FACIAL SKIN MODEL
In our proposed method, a facial skin is assumed to behave like a physical skin that stretches and bends as
forces are acting on it. Mathematically this behavior can be captured by the energy functional that penalizes
both stretching and bending. Let d is the displacement function deﬁned on the surface and ks and kb are the
parameters to control the resistance to stretching and bending respectively, the elastic energy E is deﬁned
as;
E(d) =
Z
Ω
ks(‖ du ‖2 + ‖ dv ‖2)+ kb(‖ duu ‖2 +2 ‖ duv ‖2 + ‖ dvv ‖2)dudv (1)
where the notations dx,dxy are deﬁned as dx = ∂d/∂x, dxy = ∂2d/∂x∂y.
In a modeling application one would have to minimize the elastic energy in Equation 1 subject to the
user-deﬁned constraints. By applying variational calculus, the corresponding Euler-Langrange equation
that characterizes the minimizer of Equation 1 can be expressed as
−kss d + kb2S d = 0 (2)
The Laplacian operator in 2 corresponds to the Laplace-Beltrami operator (Taubin, 1995). Using the
famous cotangent discretization of the Laplace operator, the Euler-Lagrange PDE turns into a sparse linear
system:
−ksd(pi)+ kb2 d(pi) = 0, pi ∈ H ∪F, (3a)
d(pi) = di, pi ∈ H, (3b)
d(pi) = 0, pi ∈ F, (3c)
Where H is the handle vertices and F is the ﬁxed vertices. In general, the order k of Laplacian operator
corresponds to the Ck−1 continuity across the boundaries. For the facial skin deformation, we use the pure
bending (ks = 0,kb = 1) surface model because the model can retain the C1 continuity around the handle
vertex H which is proved to be a good approximation of the skin deformations of various expressions from
our test results.
3 FACIAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The facial parameters are calculated so that parameters obtained are precise enough to approximate the
facial deformation due to expressions. In order to compute facial parameters, reference face models with
neutral and a set of expressions are required. To match up every vertices, the models must share the same
number of vertices and triangles, and have identical connectivity. The equation 3 can be expressed in matrix
form as follows by transferring the columns which correspond to the constrained vertices to the right hand
side (LHS) of Equation 3
Ld(p) =
m
∑
i=1
bi×d(pi), pi ∈ H (4)
bi is the column vector of matrix L that corresponds to handle vertex pi of Equation 3. The solution
of Equation 4 can be explicitly expressed in terms of the inverse matrix L−1. We observe that the explicit
solution of Equation 4 is
d(p) = L−1
m
∑
i=1
bi×d(pi) (5a)
= L−1b1×d(p1)+L−1b2×d(p2)+ . . .+L−1bm×d(pm) (5b)
= B1×d(p1)+B2×d(p2)+ . . .+Bm×d(pm) (5c)
(5d)
where m is the number of handle points and Bi is the basis functions which is uniquely deﬁned from
the mesh structures. Note that the basis functions {Bi} can be precomputed once the handle points are
ﬁxed and they can be reused for all the expressive face models of the same subject. The matrix L is
symmetric positive deﬁnite and we solve the linear system by using direct method (TAUCS, 2001). As a
precomputation, we apply Cholesky factorization to the matrix L and the result of the factorization is used
to compute each basis function. Once all the basis function are computed, the left hand side of Equation
5 is computed by subtracting the neutral face from the corresponding expressive face model. The facial
parameter FPi, e.g., three dimensional displacement vector at each handle vertex, is computed by solving
Equation 6 using Least Square method for each coordinate, namely x, y, and z.
d(p) =
m
∑
i=1
Bi×FPi (6)
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In order to obtain the basis functions {Bi}, handle region H corresponding to the facial control points
need to be deﬁned. We adopt a subset of facial control points deﬁned in MPEG-4 standard (ISO, 2003),
which are distributed symmetrically over a entire front face. The total number of control points is forty-
seven for our test model and they are shown in Figure 1 (a). The ﬁxed region F is empirically deﬁned on
the vertices which are static under the change of expressions. In order to search for the ﬁxed vertices, we
let R to be the Euclidean distance between the tip of the nose and the center of the forehead, then if the
Euclidean distance r between the vertex and the tip of nose is greater than the threshold value deﬁned as
1.5R (for our test models), we set the vertex as ﬁxed and put it in the ﬁxed region F .
Figure 2 shows the generated face models along with the original models.
(a) control points (handle region H) (b) ﬁxed points (ﬁxed region F)
Figure 1: The control points are a subset of MPEG-4 FPs(feature points) and some additional points. The total number
of control points is empirically chosen as forty-seven. Fixed region is also deﬁned on the undeformed facial area and
head.
(a) anger (b) blink (c) disgust (d) smile (e) surprise
Figure 2: Extraction of facial parameters. First row shows the original face model. Second row shows expressions
reconstructed using the facial parameters extracted from the original model
Facial expression blending is a common technique for facial animation to create a novel expression by
blending existing expressions. Given the set of facial parameters {FPi} generated for each expression, a
novel expression can be created by simply blending the facial parameter for each expression.
d(p) = Σkwk
(
B1 B2 . . . Bm
)(
FP1k FP2k . . . FPmk
)T (7a)
=
(
B1 B2 . . . Bm
)(
ΣwkFP1k ΣwkFP2k . . . ΣwkFPmk
)T (7b)
where {wk | 0.0 ≤ wk ≤ 1.0} is the blending weight for each expression.
4 FACIAL EXPRESSION CLONING
Expression cloning is a technique that copies expressions of a source face model onto a target face model.
The mesh structure of the models need not to be the same.
The ﬁrst step selects the facial control points on the target model, they have to exactly correspond to the
control points on the source model. It takes no more than twenty minutes to select all facial control points
on the target model. The second step computes the basis functions {B′i} for the target model as we did in
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the previous section. The time took for computing the basis functions depends on the complexity of the
target model. In the third step, we copy the expressions on the target model. Given the facial parameters
{FPi} for each expression of the source model and the basis functions {B′i} obtained from the target model,
the displacement vectors for each expression of the target model are computed by using Equation 6.
Note that in order to compensate for the scale difference between the source and the target model,
the facial parameters {FPi} are normalized such that each vector FPi is divided by the scalar,e.g., FAPU
(Facial Action Parameter Unit). FAPU is commonly set as the distance between the inner corners of the
eyes of the face model. We also assume that models are aligned so that the y axis points through the top
of head , x axis points through the left side of head and looking in the positive z axis direction. If target
models are not aligned with source model, they are aligned before deformation is applied then moved back
to the original alignment after the deformation. Figure 3 shows the results of expression cloning. The
expressions on the source model are copied on three different target models dissimilar to the source mode.
(a) neutral (b) anger (c) disgust (d) smile (e) surprise
Figure 3: Facial parameters extracted from the reference face models are applied to target models with neutral expres-
sion to generate similar expressions on them.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, novel facial parameters are learned from existing reference face models with various expres-
sions by assuming that each expressions is generated by elastic surface. The obtained facial parameters can
be applied on other target face models even if the mesh structure (number of vertices, number of triangles,
and connectivity) is different from the source model. The size of the total parameter depends on the number
of handle points deﬁned on facial surface. With only forty-seven control points, various expressions can
be duplicated on target models as shown in the results. Our facial parameter can be easily adapted to the
shape blending and possibly used for realtime key-framed facial animation system.
Proposed parameterization of facial expressions enables the user to reuse existing expression data. The
time took to select control points and to compute basis functions on target models can be paid off by
exact duplication of expressions from the reference model thus greatly lesses the skills needed for making
expressive face models from scratch.
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Abstract
A low cost data-driven three-dimensional talking head is established. External and internal articulations are
defined and calibrated from video streams and videofluoroscopy to a common head model. Confusable phonetic
pairs are displayed to validate the effectiveness of distinguishing the articulations between English phonemes.
Keywords: internal articulator movements, computer-assisted pronunciation training, talking head
1 INTRODUCTION
Recent studies [1] have shown that given additional visual information of internal articulator dynamics can do
improve the interpretation of speech production, affect speech comprehension and improve the pronunciation skill.
The videofluoroscopic images of X-rays [2] was used to record the movements of tongue body, lips, teeth, mandible,
and uvula etc. in real-time. The individual articulators on the images are not easy to identify, and the speakers
maybe put into hazards by X-ray radiation during the long-term recording. However this approach was in principle
the most appropriate method to determine the actual tongue shapes of articulations [1]. While in Electro-Magnetic
Ariculography (EMA) recording method [3], receptor coils are attached to the subject’s tongue or lips to acquire
internal motions. However EMA has the drawback with poor spatial resolution related to the limited number of
points, besides the cost of the device and motion capturing is high.
In this work, a low cost data-driven three-dimensional talking head was established to reveal the phoneme-level
speech production. The external and internal articulators were recorded by two video streams and videofluoroscopy.
Articulator movements of each phoneme were then traced and calibrated with the established 3D head model.
Three different deformable modes in relation to pronunciation characteristics of different articulators are integrated.
Time warping and shape blending functions according to natural speech input are synthesized in an utterance. A
set of confusable phonetic pairs were displayed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed talking head model.
2 PHONEME-LEVEL EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL ARTICULATOR DYNAMICS
The system outline consists of a preprocessing stage constructing speech articulators’ feature database and an on-
the-fly stage with talking head animations shown in Figure 1.
2.1 CONSTRUCTION OF PHONEMES FEATURE DATABASE
To derive articulator motions of all phonemes in American English, a native speaker is invited to pronounce
phonemes, words and sentences respectively. Facial articulator movements are recorded synchronously by VCRs
set from front and lateral views. Internal articulator movements are segmented from existed videofluoroscopy of X-
ray films (http://psyc.queensu.ca/~munhallk/05_database.htm). Considering the dynamics of mouth and tongue, all
the 45 phonemes in International Phonetic Alphabet are selected as the basic units of visual speech pronunciations.
1/3 1/3 1/3
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Figure 1. The flowchart of synthetic 3D talking head
for a pronunciation training system. Figure 2. (a) Feature points; (b) 3D head model.
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Phoneme segmentation is generated by automatic speech recognition (ASR) system in all video streams for
synchronization. Feature points of facial appearance on front and lateral views include six points on the lips, nose
tip, and middle chin point; while internal features are seven points on the tongue, upper, and lower teeth in Figure
2(a). A familiar three-dimensional talking head model in Figure 2(b) is established based on the templates of MRI
slices. Articulators of lips, jaw, teeth, palate, alveolar ridge, tongue, uvula and pharynx have been recreated.
Accordingly feature positions on 3D head model are evaluated and adjusted via registration of all above images.
2.2 PHONEME-LEVEL DYNAMICS OF ARTICULATORS
Dynamic pronunciation movements require the cooperation of all articulators.The lips and tongue are both
muscular hydrostats in that they are composed entirely of soft tissue and moved under local deformation. Let
feature points move under displacements of each phoneme, constraint deformations are applied to the adjacent
points on facial skin or tongue. An elliptic adjacent area is defined via distance function, and multiple ellipses can
easily approximate to the shape of lips or tongue with given feature points. Therefore, the points inside the adjacent
area of feature point are deformed under cosine function, while the points outside the influence keep constant. The
deformation of jaw and linked lower teeth & chin skin is mainly controlled in six degrees of freedom. The position
relative to the skull are defined with three orientation angles of yaw, pitch, &roll and three displacements of
horizontal, vertical, &lateral. The skull and linked upper teeth and facial skin are set as fixed constraint during
pronunciation, while the movement of the fixed part can be used to simulate the head motion during speech.
The overall animation of multi articulators are integrated into a single display. Since the video of facial
appearance and videofluoroscopy of internal organs are recorded separately, individual actions of external and
internal articulators are combined based on synchronization of phone waveform segmented among start/peak/end
frames of lips and tongue. Time warping is applied to transfer the time intervals of each phoneme from
videofluoroscopy to accordingly videos. Given natural speech input utterance, ASR is conducted to generate the
phone sequences as linguistic constrains for coarticulation synchronization. Words or sentences speech of talking
head are then synchronized via linear shape blending of motion vectors between individual phonemes. Movements
span peaks of the involved phonemes from the start to the end pronunciation of words or sentences, during which
they ramp up gradually at the start of speech and fall off gradually at the end. The mean square errors of feature
points at the silence interval during speaking are computed to recalibrate the reference stage of talking head.
3 EXPERIMENT
The confusable phonemes (/s/ vs. /th/, /eh/ vs. /ae/) and words (sing vs. thing, het vs. hat) are tested. Figure 3 is the
synchronized speaking talking head of phonemes /s/ vs. /th/, /ae/ vs. /eh/. We can observe that the motions of
internal tongue are of large difference such as between /s/ and /th/. The differences of the confusable phonemes are
shown more clearly with the additional internal tongue movements thus can help in pronunciation learning.
4 CONCLUSION
A data-driven 3D talking head with external and internal articulator movements has been established and tested in
this work. In future, we will focus on the learning results of foreigners with the proposed system.
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ABSTRACT 
The likeness of a caricature to the original face image is an essential and often overlooked part of caricature 
production. In this paper we present an example based caricature synthesis technique, consisting of shape 
exaggeration, relationship exaggeration, and optimization for likeness. Rather than relying on a large training set 
of caricature face pairs, our shape exaggeration step is based on only one or a small number of examples of facial 
features. The relationship exaggeration step introduces two definitions which facilitate global facial feature 
synthesis. The first is the T-Shape rule, which describes the relative relationship between the facial elements in an 
intuitive manner. The second is the so called proportions, which characterizes the facial features in a proportion 
form. Finally we introduce a similarity metric as the likeness metric based on the Modified Hausdorff Distance 
(MHD) which allows us to optimize the configuration of facial elements, maximizing likeness while satisfying a 
number of constraints. The effectiveness of our algorithm is demonstrated with experimental results. 
Keywords: Caricature Synthesis, Exaggeration, Likeness, Modified Hausdorff Distance, Texture Style 
Transferring 
1 INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents a new technique for the synthesis of novel human face caricatures learning from existing 
examples. There are three elements essential to caricatures: exaggeration, likeness, and statement [1]. A caricaturist 
must decide which features to exaggerate, and the scale of the exaggeration. The likeness emphasizes the visual 
similarity of the caricature to the subject. Statement allows the artist to add some personality to the subject by 
editorializing the caricature. Statement is an artistic process and cannot be emulated by a computer. In this paper we 
address exaggeration and likeness with the aim to create exciting caricatures by learning from available examples. 
Example based learning methods usually need a large training set from a particular artistic tradition, such as [2]. In 
practice, however, it is impossible to get a large training set of caricatures that have the same style or from the same 
artist. Commonly only a small number of caricatures from the same caricaturist or the same artistic tradition are 
available, making these conventional example-based learning approaches ineffective. 
 Facial features (e.g. facial contour, eyes and nose etc.) are essential elements of a caricature. Different caricaturists 
and artistic traditions draw them differently which give caricatures a distinct style. Therefore a new caricature can be 
created by taking these individual elements from several caricature examples. For instance, one may want to 
exaggerate a face with a narrow facial contour and short nose. If both features are present in different examples, the 
solution is to pick up the necessary features from the respective example caricatures. However, because the facial 
features are from different examples, harmonious arrangement of these features is essential.  
2 ALGORITHM 
 Shape exaggeration: The shape exaggeration of individual face elements is computed based on only one or a 
small number of examples. Let 
 
*
0 0,X X  be a given face image-caricature pair, where 0X  denotes the original 
natural face while *0X  denotes the caricatured one. In terms of the training set { }iX , one can build an eigenface 
space. It is therefore expected to build a mapping between * *0iX X  and 0iX X ,which is described as follows: 
 
* *
0 0[ ]
T
i k k k iX X U U X X 	  ,                                      (1) 
where [ ]k  denotes the approximation coefficients in a diagonal matrix form. We formulate this problem of 
seeking λ over the training set { }iX  as a minimization problem with respect to λ as follows, 
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.                                              (2) 
Once λ is yielded, one can select the first k principal components to compute the deformed *iX  with Eq.(1). 
 Relationship Exaggeration: Most present approaches exaggerate the difference from the mean[3], although the 
results of this approach have often been criticized. In fact caricaturists tend to emphasize only one or two salient 
features in a caricature[4]. In this paper, the proportion description of the features is introduced.  Normalizing the 
proportion differences of a feature by using its mean is viewed as an expression of the feature distinctiveness.  
Caricatures think that all the facial features relate to one another fundamentally, and we cannot make a change to 
one feature without it affecting the others. This is one of the few constants you can rely on with respect to drawing 
caricatures: Action and Reaction. The T-Shape rule [1] are utilized to exaggerate the relationships between the facial 
features, which can be stated as follows: if the eyes move apart from each other, the nose should be shortening; 
whereas, if the nose is lengthening, the eyes should move closer to each other. It proves both simple and intuitive. 
 Likeness: In existing methods, “likeness” was seldom considered for caricature synthesis due to lack of a 
“likeness” metric. We introduce the Modified Hausdorff Distance (MHD) [5]to measure the visual similarity. Based 
on this metric the likeness is incorporated into the integral caricature by optimizing the configuration of the facial 
elements, ensuring the resulting caricature resembles the original subject. 
 Some line-drawing caricatures are produced by three steps above : the shape exaggeration, relationship 
exaggeration and likeness optimization  shown in Fig 1. 
1)        2)        3) 4)  
Fig. 1.  The generated caricatures using our approach. 
3 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we present an example based caricature synthesis approach. Unlike other published approaches, our 
new shape exaggeration method is based on only one or a few examples of facial components. So it’s easy to change 
caricature style. Regarding the measurement of face likeness, there was little work done in the area of caricature 
synthesis. Our MHD based similarity metric definition attempts to tackle this issue.  
However, there remain a number of issues in our current development, which will be investigated in the future. The 
hair style and head shape have not been considered due to the problem of hair occlusion. In addition, we will also try 
to incorporate different texture styles, such as watercolor and pencil sketch, a process known as texture style 
transferring. Combining a caricature with versatile texture styles is likely to produce more fantastic exaggeration 
effects. 
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Abstract
This work reports the results of a GPU-based approach for the massive simulation of a dis-
tributed behavioral model. In this model an agent has a local perception of the world and
then it moves by coordinating with the motion of its neighbors. This carries a very high com-
putational cost in the so-called nearest neighbors search. By leveraging the parallel processing
power of the GPU and its new programming model called CUDA, we implemented a spatial
hashing where a partitioning of the space is used to accelerate the neighbors search. Through
extensive experiments, we demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our GPU implementation when
simulating the motion of high-density agent groups.
Keywords: massive simulation, distributed behavioral models, graphics processing unit
1 Introduction and Motivation
Agent-based simulation is a common way to implement autonomous characters or agents to create
crowds and other ﬂock-like coordinated group motion. The number of agents involved in such
collective motion can be huge, from several hundred birds to millions of ﬁsh schooling.
Reynolds (1987), presented the ﬁrst behavioral model for computer animation applications.
In this model every agent, called boid, takes decision using a local behavior model and it moves
by coordinating with the motion of a limited number of its neighbors. Then, in order to obtain
interactive results each agent must be able to identify eﬃciently neighbors among all existing
agents in the world. This problem was already pointed out by Reynolds as a bottleneck, and
suggested spatial hashing as a solution to avoid to the O(n2) of the brute force approach.
In this work, we present a GPU-based approach for massive simulation of distributed behavioral
models by using CUDA (2008) framework for the graphics card NVIDIA G8x series. We adopt
the GPU processing power for implementing a uniform data grid to support local perception in
the nearest neighbors search. The simulation uses grid cells to keep track of the agents’ position
in the space and leverage the GPU oﬄoads the sorting to build up the data grid structure to the
GPU. The sorting is performed inside the cells to optimize the search and then to quickly obtain
information about neighbors for each agent in parallel. Then, the GPU calculate for each agent
the steering forces and update its position according to the Reynolds model.
2 The GPU-based Method
In order to avoid the O(n2) complexity of the neighbors search due to the communication of each
agent with every other agent in the world, we adopt a common strategy based on the assumption
that interaction of steering behavior drops oﬀ with distance. Then, we are interested only to
compute eﬃciently a limited amount of neighbors agents. This assumption alleviates the compu-
tational eﬀort required by the neighbors search as well as the diﬃcult to manage dynamic data
structures which are not trivial to implement on the GPU.
A video of this work is available at http://isis.dia.unisa.it/projects/behavert/.
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Figure 1: Performances with increasing number of agents. On the left, simulation time in fps with
and without rendering (we used a simple impostor to render a boid). On the right, computational
times in milliseconds broken down into principal phases. We considered the average values on
1000 frames.
Our implementation is inspired by the work on a particle system of Green in Nguyen (2007)
which uses a static uniform grid data structure to compute the list of neighbors particle from a
given particle. In fact, behavioral models have an important common point with particle systems;
each agent is independent and, once computed the neighbors, they can be simulated in parallel.
Then, in order to accomplish this task, a static grid subdivides the world in cubic cells of the
same size. Each cell in the world has an unique id. To aggregate in the GPU memory all the
agents inside the same cell we assign a hash value to each agent based on its center position. In
particular, given an agent position the hash value is the id of its cell. At the end of this step, the
GPU performs a radix sort based on id cells. This reordering allows to identify quickly all agents
inside the same cell as well as to increase the cache hit rate during neighbors search. In fact, to
ﬁnd all agents within a given region it is suﬃcient to consider agents inside the cells that overlap
a region of interest.
3 Performance Evaluation and Conclusion
We performed a series of experiments in order to measures the performance of our approach. The
tests were executed on an Opteron 252 2.6Ghz equipped with 2GB RAM and a GeForce 8800GTS
512MB. All the kernels were written in CUDA 2.1 and the application in C++. In all the tests,
the agents are modeled by using the three basic steering behaviors of Reynolds. In the Figure
1, we report a simulation considering only 7 nearest neighbors while each boid steers and a cell
size equals to 9. With these values it is possible to simulate about 100K boid agents at 60 fps
including both simulation and graphics and up to 1M of boids with interactive performances.
The experiment results showed that this approach can be very eﬀective in implementation of
the basic Reynolds model. By exploiting the GPU processing power, we expect in the future
that it will be possible to simulate more complex models or integrate features like the obstacle
avoidance and the path planning.
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Abstract
We propose a method for generating muscle-based 3D facial avatars from static facial models.
Our method eliminates the requirement of anatomical knowledge for building facial avatars,
and it adapts easily to individual faces. A muscle model is automatically constructed based on
the 3D landmarks labeled on the facial geometry, and then it can be animated using muscle
activation data or by real-time performance. 3D facial avatars have wide utility in many
applications in games, entertainment and communication in virtual environment.
Keywords: 3D Facial Avatar, Muscle-based Facial Animation, 3D Landmarks
1 Introduction
3D facial avatar is a key application of facial animation, it is widely used in entertainment, virtual
communication, and low bandwidth teleconferencing for users to represent themselves. But for
most of the current applications, the avatars are all created by skilled artists with expert anatomical
knowledge, therefore it is diﬃcult for users to customize them.
We address this problem and investigate ways in which this non-trivial task could be simpliﬁed.
Our main contribution is a novel method for constructing deformable facial muscles interactively.
We use regression to learn the mapping between 3D facial landmarks and muscle positions from
examples. The muscle model for a new face can then be automatically created using this mapping.
Our method makes it straightforward for ordinary users to generate muscle-based animatable
faces without expert knowledge, and allows them customize their own avatars using static models
obtained from internet.
2 Related Work
Anatomically based muscle modeling is a non-trivial task. Several techniques have been proposed
for modeling physically accurate muscles eﬀeciently. For example, Ka¨hler et al. (2001) introduced
an editing interface to interactively specify mass-spring muscles to 3D facial geometry, but it still
aimed for the usage of artists. A muscle mapping approach was presented by Zhang et al. (2003),
but it needed an expert to mark the muscle end points on a facial muscle image. Yang and Zhang
(2006) proposed an automated method for constructing basic muscle structure of human body,
but it is not applicable to the human face. All in all, expert anatomical knowledge is still required
for current facial muscle modeling techniques. Our method focuses on automating this procedure.
3 Method
The muscle model we used is based on Water’s (Waters, 1987). It consists of 23 vector muscles
and a sphincter muscle. To learn the mapping between landmarks and muscle positions, we ﬁrst
collected a set of 50 facial models, which cover a wide range of human facial variation. Then we
manually labeled the 22 predeﬁned 3D landmarks for each model (see ﬁgure 1(a)). The 23 vector
muscles for each model were also created and tuned manually by artists (see ﬁgure 1(b)).
Each of the 23 vector muscles has two endpoints, i.e. 46 muscle points for each face. We
construct a 46 × 50 muscle matrix, M , and a 22 × 50 landmark matrix, F . (The elements of M
(a) 22 Predeﬁned Landmarks (b) 23 Vector Muscles (c) Facial Animation Results
Figure 1: Left: 22 predeﬁned landmarks. Middle: 23 vector-based muscles. Right: Faical anima-
tion results using our technique.
and F are vectors representing 3D points, M ij is the jth muscle point position of the ith model,
and F ij is the jth landmark position of the ith model.) Then the mapping is represented using
a 46 × 22 transformation matrix, T , which can be obtained by solving the error minimization
problem:
min
T
(
50∑
i=1
46∑
j=1
∥∥M ij − (TF )ij∥∥2
)
(1)
This equation represents the total spatial error of the 46 predicted muscle points for all 50 fa-
cial models. We use least-squares minimization to calculate T . Eﬀectively each muscle point is
computed as a linear combination of all the feature points.
For any new facial model, we ﬁrst label the landmarks on the model manually or using au-
tomated method, then construct the 23 vector muscles Mnew from the landmark matrix Fnew
by:
Mnew = TFnew (2)
Finally, we construct the sphincter muscle of the facial model. The sphincter muscle can be
modelled as a parametric ellipsoid. The epicentre of the sphincter muscle Pepi is taken as the
geometrical mean of the eight landmarks around the mouth. The semi-major axis, a, and the
semi-minor axis, b, of the sphincter muscle ellipsoid are computed as:
a =
‖Pepi − Fnew(7)‖+ ‖Pepi − Fnew(8)‖
2
b =
‖Pepi − Fnew(5)‖+ ‖Pepi − Fnew(6)‖
2
(3)
Facial expression can then be animated using muscle activation data. We tested the universality
of our method by applying it to models of diﬀerent types. Figure 1(c) shows some results on two
models.
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Abstract
This document proposes an architecture for text-to-scene systems to deal with the problems of animation 
generation, lack of information from the text and errors due to literal interpretation. It suggests using a revisable 
approach based on a strong knowledge representation.
Keywords: Text-to-scene, Animation, non-monotonic logic.
1 TEXT-TO-SCENE SYSTEMS
A text-to-scene system aims commonly to automatically render a graphical scene from a textual description in natural 
language. This work is related to the ASMV project (French acronym for Semantical Analysis, Model-making and 
Visualization).
The main challenges a text-to-scene system has to deal with are:
- The fact that an action verb could correspond to different resulting motions for an object, depending on 
the context.
- The many pieces of information that are necessary for an animation, but are generally not given in non-
specific texts, such as speeds, distances or number of lanes on the road and so on.
- The errors that are resulting from a literal interpretation of a text [1].
This research work studies a solution using knowledge representation and non-monotonic reasoning.
2 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Object are representated by four main topics:
- Common information: to organize the structure of the system’s knowledge database and to retrieve it. If 
applicable, identifier, name, type of the object and its component.
- Graphical properties: allows to render the object in the scene. If applicable, 3D model or information to 
create it, textures and material.
- Physical properties: required by the physical engine [2]. If applicable, weight, center of weight,
velocity, adherence and dimensions.
- Basic capacities: used to generate animations for the object (see 3). If applicable, perceptual functions,
basic motions and complex actions.
3 COMPLEX ACTIONS
Complex actions describe advanced capacities of an object; they are expressed in two parts:
- General description: a simple expression that summarize the action at a high level of generality. This 
description will be used by the validation system (see 5). It uses a set of operators that objects have to 
specify. For example, an overtake will be described by:
 Overtake(A,B): T0 = A < B
T1 = A > B
- Specific description: that describes how to create the action from the inherent capacities of the 
specified object. These descriptions use basic capacities, perceptive functions and previously defined 
complex actions. It is expressed using non-monotonic logic. This kind of logic allows to reason with 
uncertainty. We use here Reiter’s default logic that allows to infer conclusion from incomplete 
elements and constraints.
4 INFORMATION FILLING
Due to lack of information in the initial text, system is required to fill in the blanks by its own knowledge. These new 
information is the output of the following process:
- Default knowledge: system needs to maintain default values in its own knowledge base. When the 
system computes the scenario (initial state of the scene and an ordered list of basic motions), it fills all 
information using default knowledge. These resulting values may be modified if a conflict is detected
after the render validation (see 6).
- Constraint satisfaction: some information cannot be set by default. For example, the exact time needed 
to complete an action depends on the overall scene. The issue appears here to be a constraint 
satisfaction problem, and it is solved as the last step of the scenario generation.
5 RENDER VALIDATION
Literal interpretation of a text often leads to errors. To manage this, and other errors that can appear due to the usage 
of default knowledge, the system implement a run-time validation of the animation. Indeed, most 3D engine offers 
functionalities to check collision and relative positions of objects. Using the general description of action along with 
the rules of default behavior (for example, driving manuals for cars) allows the system to check the correctness of the 
result.
6 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Render validation allows the system to detect unwanted collisions, bad positions or failure in complex actions 
behavior. This detection can be used as an original means to find the correct interpretation of ambiguous part of the 
text. Moreover, the correction of these errors create additional information used to regenerates the scene, and links 
between errors and additional information have to be learned by the system from logs of a human expert to improve 
the overall performance of the text-to-scene system.
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       Abstract 
This study examines factors of presence using the experimental method. We tried to analyze presence 
through the dimensions of character agents - text, voice, character dimension and gender - for e-learning 
platforms that use new technology-based content. There were 232 participants in the study. We measured 
their cognitive awareness of presence by agent dimensions and types of users. Correlation between types of 
users and presence showed significant results, but there were not significant results on dimensions. However, 
there were significant differences on character gender, voice or non-voice, text or non-text and character 
dimensions. 
 
Keywords: presence, agent, character agent, e-learning, dimension, online lecture. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The field of online education, however, has developed content specifically designed for the new technology. 
Online education applications enable people to feel like they are studying with human beings rather than with 
computers. Character agents have played a significant role in accelerating motivation and solutions for online 
education. Recently, scholars have studied the different characteristics of presence between standard definition 
television (SDTV) and HDTV. However, most of those studies have focused on the size or the definition of the 
display. In studies about character agents, most have measured simple effects, such as gender or facial expressions. 
This paper will study the effects of presence with character agents on e-learning. We will focus on various 
dimensions, such as subtitles, voice, character dimension and gender One of the most popular character agents is 
‘Clippy,’ the friendly Microsoft character agent that tries to solve user problems. Microsoft spent a lot of money to 
develop the character, including employing psychologists as part of the development department. However, most 
users view Clippy as annoying, rather than helpful. Finally, the Clippy, was fired as quote from Microsoft. 
Development of character agents often requires the investment of large amounts of money; therefore, substantive 
studies of character agents are advisable. Studies have shown that character agents are effective at arousing 
motivation or adaptation [1], creating positive judgment and experience [2] and increasing achievement and efficacy 
[3]. However, the most significant results have come from studies focused on gender [4, 5, 6]. 
 
2 CONCLUSION 
Table 1 shows that there are significant correlations between types of users and presence for the online lecture. 
However, the dimension of cognitive desire does not have significant correlation with some factors, perhaps due to 
sensory and cognitive being different dimensions. The results of the correlation analysis indicate that feeling 
presence when users join an online lecture is connected with their basic views about online lectures. 
Table 1 Correlation between types of users and presence 
 Cognitive Sensory Fidelity 
Interface 
Quality 
Social 
Presence 
Learning 
Knowledge 
Enjoy/ 
Communicating 
Getting 
Information 
Sensory Fidelity 0.58**              
Interface Quality 0.52**  0.43**            
Social Presence 0.79**  0.53**  0.43**          
Learning Knowledge 0.44**  0.24**  0.19**  0.41**        
Enjoy/Communicating 0.44**  0.27**  0.21**  0.42**  0.74**      
Getting Information 0.48**  0.36**  0.38**  0.49**  0.76**  0.67**    
Cognitive Desire 0.18**  0.08  0.30**  0.15*  0.11  0.09  0.18*  
 
Table 2 shows that firstly, there is no significant difference by character agent gender; character agent gender, 
whether male or female, has no effect on feeling presence. Secondly, there is no significant difference by voice or 
non-voice on the standard of .05. However, user gender shows significant difference on the standard of .10 (F=2.88, 
p=.09). Although it may not be a significant difference on the strict standard, it could be that users have different 
feelings about voice according to their gender. The factor that shows some difference is sensory fidelity; it increases 
the possibility.  
 
Table 2 Presence by agent dimensions 
 Factor F sig.  Factor F sig. 
User * Agent 
gender 
Cognitive 1.68 0.19 
User gender * Voice or 
non-voice 
Cognitive 2.71 0.10 
Sensory fidelity 1.85 0.16 Sensory fidelity 2.88 0.09 
Interface quality 0.04 0.96 Interface quality 0.02 0.89 
Social presence 1.09 0.34 Social presence 0.70 0.40 
User gender * 
Text of non-text 
Cognitive 2.71 0.10 
User gender * Agent 
dimension 
Cognitive 1.95 0.12 
Sensory fidelity 2.88 0.09 Sensory fidelity 0.87 0.46 
Interface quality 0.02 0.89 Interface quality 0.25 0.86 
Social presence 0.70 0.40 Social presence 2.40 0.07 
 
This study has implications for use of character agents in software as well as hardware. Many DVDs and 
television lectures pay lots of money to develop and use character agents. However, this study indicates that these 
character agents do not have a large effect on users’ experience of presence. The results mean that the content of the 
lecture is more important than the technological dimension of the online lecture experience. 
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Abstract
This paper studies the visibility culling problem and proposes an improved coherent hierar-
chical culling (CHC) algorithm. Octree structure is adopted to organize the complex scenes
and a novel probability model is proposed to handle the redundancy and unnecessary occlu-
sion culling in the classical CHC. In the probability model, to improve the query strategy of
CHC algorithm, the expected values of occlusion query time is calculated and compared to
the rendering time. Experimental results with several typical complex scenes are presented.
The comparison results with three classical culling algorithms show that our algorithm has
superior performance and can render high-depth complex scenes containing a large number
of objects in real time.
Keywords: Complexly Dynamic Scene; Real Time Rendering; Visibility Culling; Coherent
Hierarchical Culling; Probability Model
1 Introduction
Many visibility culling methods have been developed in the last decade.Both good scene structures
and an eﬃcient culling algorithm are of great signiﬁcance in visibility culling. Cohen-Or (2003)
presented a comprehensive survey of visibility culling methods. Bittner (2004) presented the
classical CHC algorithm which makes use of both the spatial and the temporal coherence of
visibility. CHC algorithm reduces the node set needed for occlusion query to the terminating
node set. Terminating nodes are divided into visible leaf nodes and invisible internal nodes. CHC
algorithm only arranges occlusion query for visible leaf nodes and invisible internal nodes in the
terminating set.The redundant and unnecessary occlusion queries introduced in the classical CHC
algorithm have the following disadvantages:
1) All visible nodes in terminating set are continuing to execute redundant occlusion queries.
So a lot of occlusion queries have been wasted. This will increase the rendering cost.
2) The CHC algorithm does not analyze speciﬁc cases of each node. If the rendering cost is
less than occlusion query cost, the node does not need to execute the occlusion queries no matter
whether the node is visible or not.
To oﬀer a solution to the above problems, this paper presents a probability model and improves
the query strategy of occlusion culling of CHC algorithm. As a result, rendering eﬃciency are
improved and the number of occlusion queries is reduced.
∗National Natural Science Foundation of China (60873159), Program for New Century Excellent Talents in
University (NCET), and National High Technology Project(2006AA01Z333)
2 An improved visibility Culling Algorithm
The algorithm presented in this paper includes data reorganization, probability optimization com-
puting. First of all, the original data of complex scenes is organized using a octree because this
structure can easily be subdivided in memory and easily be loaded for out-of-core model. Based
on this structure, in order to reduce the complexity in rendering scenes, we cull invisible objects
through probability optimization computing and then send visible objects to the graphics pipeline.
In our algorithm. the octree is constructed through top-down approach by adjusting the size of
the bounding volume of the root node. In order to handle out-of-core model, the leaf node of the
octree stores the index of geometry model. To make the structure can be used to handle moving
object in the scene. We consider the object information in leaf node and adopt loose subdivision
mechanism. That is, for the complex scene that contains some small moving objects, the octree
is not constructed using strict splitting approach. When a node contains complete(or most of)
object information, the node will be treated as a leaf node and not subdivided. In the runtime,
when the object moves, only the index in the node will be changed.
It is meaningless to arrange occlusion queries for those objects whose rendering time is less
than occlusion query time. How to estimate the occlusion query time and the rendering time is an
additional question that we must resolve. We can use the state of nodes to represent the state of
objects in the node. The objects in the scene have two states: visible and invisible. Let Oi denote
the object, V denote the state is visible and V¯ denote the state is invisible. Let Pi(V ) denote
the visibility’s probability of Oi, Pi(V¯ ) denote the invisibility’s probability of Oi, Cr denote the
rendering time of Oi and Cq denote the occlusion query time of Oi. The object’s rendering method
may proceed through directly rendering (A1) or rendering after queries, depending on whether
the result of occlusion query is visible after ﬁnishing occlusion query (A2). For A1, the time cost
is Cr; for A2, the time cost is Cq + Cr when the object is visible and the time cost is Cq when
the object is invisible. The expectations of time cost of an object in diﬀerent states are calculated
using the following formulae:
E(A1) = Pi(V )× Cr + Pi(V¯ )× Cr = Cr
E(A2) = Pi(V )× (Cr + Cq) + Pi(V¯ )× Cq = Pi(V )× Cr + Cq
If the time cost is computed before occlusion query, we can only select nodes with E(A1) >
E(A2)to do occlusion query so as to further reduce the number of occlusion queries and make them
more reasonable. However, the calculation of time cost cannot be too complicated, otherwise most
rendering time will be spent on it. Therefore, This paper further give a way to determine Cr,
Cqand Pi(V ).
3 Conclusion
In this paper, an improved coherent hierarchical culling algorithm based on probability model
is proposed. The scene organization can reduce the cost of dividing the border objects so as to
overcome many shortcomings of the traditional octree. This paper also presents a probability
model and improves the eﬃciency of occlusion query by comparing the mathematical expectations
of direct rendering time and the rendering time after occlusion query of objects. We use teapot
and power plant scene to test our algorithm and get good results.
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Procedural animation [1][3] has the advantage of being able to generate flexible animations according to high-level 
parameters while motion capture-based (MoCap-based) methods [2] have the advantage of creating realistic anima-
tions. In this paper, we attempt to use the data from motion capture to automatically find an optimal set of parame-
ters that can be used to produce realistic animations for procedural animation. These sets of procedural parameters 
can then be interpolated to produce desired animations by taking into account the constraints in a specific scenario. 
The experimental results show that the proposed method can not only produce plausible animations but also ac-
commodate environmental constraints by adjusting high-level procedural parameters. 
 
2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
We model the problem of generating natural-looking motions with animation procedures as an optimization prob-
lem by comparing the procedure-generated motion with the motion-captured motion. We use a walking procedure 
as an example conduct our experiments. The walking motion is modeled with four keyframes. A total of 194 motion 
attributes are used to define the keyframes and inbetweens. Twenty six of them are defined for keyframes such as 
step length, step height, and arm swaying angle. The remaining parameters (168) are used to control the timing 
(ease in/out) of the motions between every two keyframes. 
An overview of the system is shown in Figure 1. The auto-tuner module is the main component of the system 
used to search for the optimal set of motion parameters in the animation procedure for the creation of realistic mo-
tions. The objective function for the optimization process is defined as  
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where A is a given set of procedural parameters, PA[i] and M[i] are the ith frame in the animations generated by the 
procedure and the MoCap data, respectively, and d is a distance function computing the weighted sum of the dis-
crepancies on the corresponding joint locations between two motions. 
We have used the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm to solve the optimization problem. The search space is 
defined by the 194 procedural parameters, each of which is bounded in a reasonable interval to confine the search 
space. The goal of the search is to find the optimal solution minimizing f(A) of eq. (1). An example (left hip angle) 
of comparison between the motions generated by the procedure and by the MoCap data before and after the optimi-
zation is shown in Figure 2. 
The objective of finding the optimal set of procedure parameters is to make the generated motion look as natural 
as the MoCap motions. Nevertheless, the main advantage of generating animations with procedures is on the flexi-
bility of creating a good variety of motions according to the requirements of a given scenario. For example, the sys-
tem should be able to generate the walking motion according to the step length and step height required in a specific 
scene. However, the parameters in the animation procedure are not likely to be independent.  Varying only some 
parameters often results in an unnatural motion. 
In order to account for the possible unnaturalness resulting from varying parameters, we propose to apply the 
method to many sample motions of the same type from the MoCap database and then interpolate the obtained pa-
rameter sets according to the given independent parameters such as step length and step height. Assume that the 
parameter set for walking is defined as Pi(a1, a2, a3, … , a194), where i (=1..m) is the index of a sample motion in the 
MoCap database for walking. Suppose that the parameters a1 and a2 represent step length and step height, respec-
tively. We hope to compute the dependent parameters (a3, … , a194) by interpolating on the given independent pa-
rameters (a1, a2). In order to find the closest samples of a given query point for interpolation, we first perform De-
launay Triangulation on the sample points. Then we find the triangle where the query point is located and use the 
three vertices of the triangle to linearly interpolate the dependent parameters.  
In Figure 3, we show an example of walking motion generated by the procedure with the need of using different 
step lengths and step heights along the path to satisfy the environmental constraints. When the desired step lengths 
and step heights are determined in a given scenario, the system computes the remaining parameters according to this 
specification by interpolating nearby sample points. 
 
3 CONCLUSIONS 
Different approaches to the generation of character animations have their own pros and cons. In this work, we at-
tempt to combine the advantages of the MoCap-based approach and the procedure-based approach. We use MoCap 
data to enhance the realism of the motions generated by procedural animation in an automatic fashion. The en-
hancement is modeled as an optimization problem on the animation parameters. The obtained parameters for differ-
ent motion samples in a MoCap database can be further interpolated to obtain the desired procedural parameters for 
a target specification. The tedious and time-consuming parameter tuning in the design of an animation procedure 
can therefore be avoided while the flexibility of procedural animation is kept.  
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 (a) (b) 
Figure 2. Comparison of a joint angle (red: procedural, blue: 
MoCap) (a) before optimization and (b) after optimization 
      
Figure 3. An example animation showing how adaptive motions can be generated according to the requirement of the 
environmental constraints 
 
Figure 1. System overview 
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Abstract
Mixed-reality virtual agents are an attractive solution to the problems associated with human-
robot interaction, allowing all the expressiveness of virtual characters to be married with the
advantages of a physical artifact which exists in a shared environment with the user. However,
common approaches to achieving this restrict the virtual characters appearing on top of, or
encompassing the robot. This paper describes the Stepping Oﬀ the Stage system in which
mixed-reality agents are allowed to step oﬀ the robot stage and move to other parts of the
environment, oﬀering compelling new interaction possibilities.
Keywords: Mixed reality, robotics, human-robot interaction, intelligent virtual characters
1 Introduction
Because human interactions with robots must be fundamentally diﬀerent from our interactions
with more mundane machines there has been considerable research eﬀort put into making inter-
actions with robots more engaging (for a good overview see (Fong et al., 2003)). However, it is
diﬃcult to build hardware devices capable of the subtleties of expression required for engaging
interactions. To overcome these diﬃculties, animated virtual agents displayed on screens mounted
on robots are used as interfaces (Bruce et al., 2001). However, this approach denies the user the
opportunity to share an interaction space with the virtual agent and has been found to be limited
in terms of the level of engagement that is achieved.
More recently mixed-reality approaches have been used. In this approach, users view robots,
and their environment, through viewing devices that allow the robots to be augmented with virtual
agents which appear to sit on top of or encompass them (Dragone et al., 2007). This marries the
expressive capabilities of a virtual agent with the advantage that the user and the agent share a
common physical interaction space.
The question posed in this paper is: why restrict the virtual agent to acting as an interface
to the robot? In many application scenarios - such as guiding, tutoring or selling - it is more
appropriate to treat the mobile robot as a vehicle that a virtual agent can use to move around an
environment and then, when appropriate, step oﬀ the robot stage and interact with other artifacts.
The remainder of this paper will describe the Stepping Oﬀ the Stage (SOTS) system which has
been developed to achieve this.
2 The Stepping Off The Stage System
The SOTS system is based on the metaphor of virtual agents moving between stages. When an
agent moves from one interaction area to another it is said to step from one stage to another. On
moving to a new stage the agent is informed of the physical limitations of the area in which it can
now operate, and the kinds of behaviour that are now suitable (as this can diﬀer greatly from one
stage to another).
The high level architecture of the SOTS system is shown in Figure 1. The Stage Manager is
at the centre of the architecture, and is responsible for managing all objects within the execution
environment. Its key tasks are: determining the availability of stages to agents through the
Figure 1: The SOTS architecture; a SOTS agent being followed by a user; and describing a printer.
recognition of ﬁducial markers, which is performed by the AR Moderator using the the open source
API ARToolkit; summoning robots as requested by agents; managing agents whose behaviours
are driven using a combination of ﬁnite state machines and the role-passing technique of Mac
Namee et al. (2003), which is based on situational intelligence and allows agents behave believably
in a wide range of diﬀerent situations; and informing the Renderer which virtual augmentations
should be drawn. The remaining components of the architecture store lists of the key protagonists
in a SOTS execution environment, namely: objects (which can be both real and virtual), stages,
character agents, and robots.
To demonstrate the SOTS system a working prototype has been implemented in which a new
employee arriving on the ﬁrst day at their new place of work is greeted at the foyer by Pixel
the virtual rabbit who guides the employee to their new oﬃce and instructs them in how to use
their new oﬃce equipment. Screenshots of this prototype are shown in Figure 1. In these images
Pixel is shown being followed by the user, at which time Pixel inhabits the robot-top stage (this
image is a composite generated to illustrate both the user and what they see); and telling the user
all about their new printer, at which time Pixel inhabits a desktop stage. This basic prototype
demonstrates all of the components of the SOTS system working together.
3 Conclusions & Future Work
The work described in this paper begins from the position that mixed-reality characters oﬀer a very
attractive solution to solving the problem of human-robot interaction. However, there is no need
to stop here. By adopting the metaphor of stages, and using the technique of role-passing, SOTS
agents can step oﬀ their robotic stages and into the user’s environment to oﬀer new engagement
interaction possibilities. In the near future we intend to improve this work through the addition of
improved rendering, more interactive characters, and a more elaborate application scenario. All
of this work is moving towards a larger goal of a creating a mixed reality character that appears
to share environments with human users.
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       Abstract 
In facial expression research, it is well established that certain emotional expressions are universally recognized. 
Studies into observer perception of expressions have built upon this research by highlighting the importance of 
particular facial regions, actions, and movements to the recognition of emotions. In many studies, the stimuli for 
such studies have been generated through posing by non-experts or performances by trained actors. However, 
character animators are required to craft recognizable, believable emotional facial expressions as a part of their 
profession. In this poster, the authors discuss some of the creative processes employed in their research into 
emotional expressions, and how practice-led research into expression animation might offer a new perspective on 
the generation of believable emotional expressions. 
 
Keywords: Emotion and Personality, Facial Animation 
 
1 EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION ANIMATION 
Emotional facial expressions have been examined in great detail. Early research into human perception of 
expressions has led to the identification of universal expressions, which in turn has informed artistic training and 
practice. However, while the drive to create more authentic and accurate representations of facial expressions has a 
strong foothold in computer science and psychology research, the practice of character animation can afford an 
added insight into how expressions are generated and perceived. Expressions can be carefully modified and varied 
to determine their effectiveness in conveying a desired emotional state of a character. 
Early Disney animation made use of skilled artists who developed a range of procedures, techniques, and 
principles which can be applied to produce effective character animations [3]. For animators, an effective animation 
is not only one that the audience can read easily, but also one that they will find believable. It seems straight 
forward enough to create an expression animation that an audience will recognize as ‘happiness’, yet subtle cues 
within that animation can shatter audience suspension of disbelief.  
Animation principles which imply the application of caricature (such as exaggeration or anticipation) can make 
characters seem more lifelike. It can be argued that the overriding principle in character animation is that effective 
character animation is the creative imitation - rather than the strict replication - of life. 
Emotional Avatars is an interdisciplinary research project which draws upon the knowledge of animation, 
computer arts, and psychology research. The aim of the project is to investigate the generation and perception of 
emotional expression animation to determine whether the nuances of emotional facial expression can be 
choreographed more effectively [2]. This poster examines the practice-led research methods utilized by the project 
members.   
 
2 GENERATING AND EVALUATING ANIMATION  
Animations were produced that covered the six universal expressions at three levels of emotional intensity. The 
eighteen animations were created and refined by the lead author. Reference materials were drawn from prominent 
studies of facial expressions and from video footage of acted and naturalistic expressions [1]. For the most part, 
however, the animation was produced iteratively through the application of artistic judgment calls. The animator 
initially blocked out the basic animations before making adjustments to sequence, timing and duration. This resulted 
in a visual log of animation production, both in terms of iterations of animation and sketchbook development. 
Throughout the course of the project, the animator focused on enhancing the believability of the expressions by 
employing core animation principles. For example, the expression of surprise was manipulated through the 
application of anticipation – that is, a preliminary action which sets up a major action. Before the eyes opened fully 
at the peak of the surprise expression (the major action), a blink was used so that the audience would anticipate this 
event (preliminary action). Instead of replicating life, a creative imitation of life was used to enhance the recognition 
and believability of the expression.  
Through evaluation of the animation process, it was possible to determine which spatial-temporal attributes the 
animator felt were most appropriate for the emotion being animated. Adjustments to features and timing are clear 
from both the development of animation and the sketchbooks. However, this process is highly subjective when only 
one animator is involved. To gauge the opinion of other animators and a wider audience, the animations were 
shown to colleagues in the latter stages of development and displayed at an exhibition upon completion. 
 
3 REVIEW AND EXPOSITION OF ANIMATION 
To assess the quality of the animation, videos of the expressions were reviewed by the project team. A review 
procedure was developed which required the team to analyze the animations in subtle detail. The reviewers 
interrogated the quality of the animation using five primary measures (identification of emotion, emotional clarity, 
emotional intensity, sincerity, and authenticity) applied to several factors (facial regions, expression onset, 
expression apex, expression offset, expression duration, and feature timing). The opinions and comments of the 
reviewers were added to the review document, which was later used to generate the final iterations of the expression 
animations. 
The finished animations were initially incorporated into a controlled experiment which looked to measure 
observer perception of expressions [2]. While the output from this experiment provided crucial feedback for the 
animators, the feedback was limited and did not provide in-depth critique from observers. In order to gather detailed 
responses from observers, an exposition of the animation was designed. 
Unlike a standard exhibition of work, the animation exposition was designed to gather qualitative data from 
visitors through interaction and visitor contribution. Previously, subjective criticism by the animator reflecting in 
practice and peer criticism from expert colleagues informed the production of animation. By exposing the work to a 
wider audience and encouraging contributions, the exposition effectively represented a third level of observer 
criticism. Visitors to the exposition were able to contribute in a number of ways, including; voting for and ranking 
animations using a ballot box, interacting with an animated avatar, leaving detailed comments in visitor books, 
creating sketches of facial expression on the wall, and conversing with the animator. 
 
4 CONCLUSION 
Scientific research into expression movement and perception will enhance the authenticity of animated characters. 
However, some of the most believable animated characters are those which are created and refined iteratively by 
skilled and knowledgeable artists. Further research into how artists produce such performances could improve our 
understanding of what makes an animated expression recognizable and, perhaps more importantly, believable. 
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Abstract
Natural motion of virtual characters is crucial in games and simulations. The naturalness
of such motion strongly depends on the path the character walks and the animation of the
character locomotion. Therefore, much work has been done on path planning and character
animation. However, the combination of both ﬁelds has received less attention.
Combining path planning and motion synthesis introduces several problems. A path generated
by a path planner does not contain details of the character motion, nor does it contain the
smaller details of a movement. This raises the question which (body) part of the character
should follow the path generated by the path planner and to what extent it should closely
follow the path, because the path generated by the planner often does not contain smaller
details of a natural movement. In this paper we will compare several methods to abstract from
the pelvis (root) trajectory of the character. The results of this experiment show that the
resulting animations generated using the presented path abstraction methods are signiﬁcantly
better than those generated by the standard method.
Keywords: animation, path planning, motion planning, ﬁltering, motion synthesis
1 Introduction
Character locomotion plays a very important role in many games and simulations. The quality of
the character locomotion is highly dependent on the path the character chooses and the animation
generated for walking along this path. The generation of character locomotion is often divided
into two phases, such as in Pettre´ et al. (2003). First, a path planner generates a path from A to
B. Second, an animation system generates an animation that walks along this path.
1.1 Problem
Unfortunately, the path generated by a path planning algorithm is just a parametric curve with
no information on how the character following that curve should be animated. Second, such a
path is often a simpliﬁcation of the motion that the character needs to follow. In general, it is
not clear which (body) part of the character should follow this path. In many systems, the path
is interpreted as the desired trajectory of the projection of the pelvis on the plane. However,
when one takes a closer look at the trajectory of the pelvis during locomotion it appears that the
pelvis oscillates during such a motion, as can be seen in Figure 1. When enforcing the pelvis to
closely follow the desired path, one looses this natural oscillation and will end up with a unnatural
motion, without this natural wiggle.
In this paper, we will show that synthesizing motion based on a motion abstraction instead of
the traditional pelvis (or root) trajectory will lead to more natural motions.
∗This research has been supported by the GATE project, funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientiﬁc
Research (NWO) and the Netherlands ICT Research and Innovation Authority (ICT Regie).
Figure 1: The trajectory of the pelvis during locomotion along a straight line.
1.2 Related Work
Some research has been done on combining path planning and character animation. Choi et al.
(2003) create a map of footprints based on a probabilistic path planning technique, then search
this roadmap to ﬁnd a collision-free path after which they use displacement mapping to adjust the
motions so they ﬁt the target footprints. Sung et al. (2005) also plan a path using probabilistic
path planning techniques and generate a motion (using a motion graph variant) that approximately
follows the path. This motion is then adjusted to follow the path more accurately. Lau and Kuﬀner
(2005) create a high-level motion graph (considered as a ﬁnite-state machine) and searches over
this graph for navigation. This method implicitely uses the animation data to deﬁne the navigation
space.
2 Motion Synthesis
In order to reuse motion captured data, one can concatenate existing clips by transitioning from one
motion to the other. However, the transition frames need to resemble each other, otherwise visual
artifacts may occur. Manually selecting transitions between two motion clips is time consuming.
Therefore techniques have been developed to automate this process.
One such technique is the motion graph. Such a graph encapsulates all motions and all possible
transitions between these motions. Each edge is a clip of motion, each node is a frame. One can
automatically create a motion graph, as is shown by Kovar et al. (2002). Many variants of motion
graphs exist, mostly optimizing the complexity of the graph or the search algorithm.
A path in a motion graph represents an animation and by doing a graph search, animations
can be generated that adhere to given constraints. An example of such a constraint is the input
path that the generated animation should follow. A search algorithm searches through the graph
to ﬁnd pieces of motion that, when concatenated, will result in a motion that follows the path.
It does so by comparing the pelvis trajectory to the desired path, which leads to the problems
described above.
We can enlarge a graph by increasing the threshold for the allowed distance between transition
frames. Doing so will generate a bigger graph, which is able to generate more animations, but
we also might introduce more visual artifacts. Many distance metrics for keyframes exist. van
Basten and Egges (2009) showed that using joint-angle-based metrics results in the least path
deviation. However, as said, enforcing the pelvis trajectory to closely follow the path will result
in an unnatural wiggle. Therefore we will use this metric to evaluate the motion abstraction
techniques which we will describe below.
3 Motion Abstraction
We have evaluated 5 techniques that provide a motion (or path) abstraction:
Root Trajectory: The standard method, where the pelvis (root) trajectory is considered to be
the global motion.
Joint Combination: Uniform interpolation of several joints (foot, ankle, knee).
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Joint Orientation Extrema: The global path follows the midpoints of two consecutive local
extrema of the joint paths.
Gaussian Smoothing: Gaussian smoothing to ﬁlter out pelvis oscillations.
B-Spline Filtering: Approximate the path abstraction by a B-spline, as is done by Gleicher
(2001).
Figure 2: Motion abstraction using a Gaussian ﬁlter
We evaluate these techniques by having the motion graph algorithm select the motion clips
based on comparing the desired path with the motion abstraction, instead of the standard pelvis
trajectory. This results into diﬀerent animations. Then, we evaluate the wiggle of the generated
animations by comparing 3 quality measures with real recorded motion (of a subject walking the
same path).
The most obvious visual artifact is foot skating, we determine foot skating using the method by
van Basten and Egges (2009). Second, the pelvis oscillation can be considered a wave. Therefore
we evaluate wave-speciﬁc properties such as average amplitude and average wavelength of the
pelvis oscillation.
4 Results
For all 3 test paths, using a motion abstraction instead of the standard pelvis trajectory results
into signiﬁcantly better animation: the wiggle properties are closer to recorded motion than when
using the pelvis trajectory. Figure 3 shows the quality measures for the real recorded motion, the
standard method and the results of using other motion abstractors for a straight path. It is clear
that using path abstraction leads to animations that resemble recorded motion. This also holds
for curvy paths.
5 Conclusion
Overall, the path abstraction methods generate good approximations of the global motion of
the character. We can conclude that it is better to use one of the path abstraction methods to
approximate the global path than to use the pelvis trajectory. Motion synthesis using motion
abstraction instead of the pelvis trajectory will result in more natural animations, due to a more
natural oscillation of the pelvis.
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Figure 3: The resulting animations when using a path abstraction are resembling original motion
more than the standard method
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Abstract
It is clear that the possibilities of gaming will rapidly increase over the coming years. Equip-
ment is getting more powerful all the time. New graphics and physics cards allow for increased
visual realism but this must be accompanied by increased behavioral realism of game charac-
ters. New interface technology will enable a diﬀerent, more natural form of communication
and control. Gesture recognition, tactile feedback, and possibly even direct brain connections
will become possible. Games will also not only happen on a screen but can inﬂuence other
actuators in the house. And high-speed broadband connections and wireless access leads to
new forms of collaboration and to new types of games, like large online game communities
and mobile gaming, each with its own research challenges. These developments will have a
huge impact on both entertainment games and on training and educational use of gaming and
simulation. It is already a reality that people take part of their driving lessons in simulators.
Games are used in training safety procedures and crisis management. Similar developments
will happen in decision and policy making. In education gaming will oﬀer ample possibilities
for personalized learning, long distance learning, and lifelong learning. To advance the state-
of-the-art in gaming, to facilitate knowledge transfer to companies, and to show the potential
of gaming in public sectors, the government has funded the GATE project with a total bud-
get of 19 million Euros. The project runs from 2007 till 2012 and involved eight partners:
Utrecht University, Utrecht School of the Arts, TNO, Twente University, Delft University of
Technology, Waag Society, NederlandBreedbandLand and Thales.
The ambition of the GATE project is to develop an international competitive knowledge base
with respect to game technology, and to train the talent required to enhance the productivity
and competitive edge of small and medium-sized creative industrial companies. The project
will substantially improve the competitiveness of companies producing (tools for) games and
simulations by providing direct access to new technology and by technology transfer projects.
This will lead to larger companies, encourage the founding of new companies, and attract
companies from other countries to the Netherlands. The project will make people aware of
the possibilities of gaming in public sectors such as education, health, and safety by performing
pilots in these areas. As a result gaming and simulation will become more commonly applied
in these sectors, leading to quality improvements and cost reductions.
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Abstract
With the increasing amount of virtual, intelligent agents in serious games and in training and
educational simulations, there is also an increasing demand for more natural and realistic
behaviors. As such, one of the objectives in the GATE project is to study how the cognitive
behavior of such agents can be modeled. At the university of Twente we are trying to create
an accurate model of the cognitive processes that are involved in natural communication,
focusing on how, why and which cognitive processes direct the production and realization of
appropriate verbal and non-verbal behavior by virtual characters in a conversation with the
user.
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Virtual humans (VHs) are employed in many interactive applications, including (serious)
games. The motion of these VHs should look realistic. We use the term naturalness for such
observed realism(van Welbergen et al., 2009a). Furthermore, VH animation techniques should be
ﬂexible, to allow interaction with its surroundings and other (virtual) humans in real time. Phys-
ical controllers oﬀer physical realism and (physical) interaction with the environment. Because
they typically act on a selected set of joints, it is hard to evaluate their naturalness in isolation.
We propose to augment the motion steered by such a controller with motion capture, using a
mixed paradigm animation(van Welbergen et al., 2009b) that creates coherent full body motion.
A user evaluation of this resulting motion assesses the naturalness of the controller in isolation.
This is done by comparing the augmented motion with full body motion capture of the same
movement.
Methods from Signal Detection Theory (Macmillan and Creelman, 2004) provide us with the
bias-independent sensitivity metric d′ that can be compared among these diﬀerent test setups,
observers and motions (see Figure 1). This metric indicates how well two motions can be discrim-
inated. We use the d′ of motion captured motion compared with the model based motion as a
naturalness measure for the model based motion. Additionally, a naturalness rating test is used
to directly asses naturalness.
We discus diﬀerent test paradigms and asses their eﬃciency. An eﬃcient test-paradigm has
a d′ with a low variance within each test condition and large diﬀerences between d′-s measured
in diﬀerent test conditions, so that it is easy to make signiﬁcant observations on discrimination
diﬀerences in diﬀerent test conditions.
We demonstrate our approach by evaluating the naturalness of a balance controller (Wooten
and Hodgins, 2000) that acts on the legs and trunk, in comparison to motion captured motion
and motion in which all trunk and leg movement is omitted. We also asses the eﬀect of several
presentation factors on naturalness. Details of the test setup and a full analysis of the results can
be found in (Jansen and van Welbergen, 2009).
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(a) 2 Alternatives Forced Choice test
(b) Rating test
(c) Yes/No test
Figure 1: Test paradigms and viewing angles used in the evaluation study.
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